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The rate of isothermal bulk crystallization of poly (ehloro trifluoroethylene) , 2'm = 221° C, 
was measured from 170 0 to 2000 C. The intrinsic bulk crystallization, which accuraLely 
~ollowed an n= 2 la\,:, was. shown t o be a result of the i~ljection of primary nu clei sporadically 
III Lime, with on e-dim ensIOnal growth of cen ters den ved from t hese nuclei. The cr ysLal
Ii tesare exceedingly s mall. The one~dimensional gro wth process was isolaLed by nuclca Lin g 
speCllllens WJ t h seed crystals, a nd Its temperature-dependence determincd beLween 1910 

and 205 0 C. The seed crystal isotherms followed an n= 1 la w. TIle temperature coC'ffi cien ts 
o f t he rate of nu cleation and the rate of grow th were both strongly negative . 

A Lheory of homogeneo us nucleation t hat takes into accou nt t he egmental cha racter 
of t he polymer chai ns is developed in some detail . A cylindrical n ucleu is assumed . In 
Lhe te mperature ra nge ncar t he mel ting point, region A, where t he r adius a nd length of t he 
n lI clcus a re unresLricted, the rate of nucleation is shown to be proportional to exp ( - a/ Tal). 1'2). 
The nucleation rate is pl'oportional to exp( - fJ / T21). 2"') in region B, which extends from so me
\\' hat below t he melt ing point to considera bly lower temperatlll'es; the length of t he nucleus 
has a constant value / 0 in t his region, but t he radius is ume tricted . (In t he above expres
s ions, a a nd fJ arc constants). Finally, at sufficien Lly low temperatures, region C is en te red . 
U llder COl' Lain circ ulllstances, the rate of n ucleation in region C will be extre mely rapid, 
a nd correspond to a "n ucleative collapse" of t he supcrcooledliqu id state. A calculat ion of 
Lh c one-dimensio na l growt h rate shows that it is propo rt ional to exp( - ,,( / T 2I).'1') where fJ = "(. 

A careful analysis o f t he experi men tal data obLained between 1700 an d 2000 C clearly 
showed t hat both t he rate of n ucleation an d t he raLe of growth were proport ional to 
cxp( - {3/ T2I).T), and not exp( - a/ '1.'3I).T2). The p rimary n ucleation event wa thus of type 
H in Lhis interval. A dela iled a na lysis of the data is given, a nd s urface free ener O'ie and t he 
d imensions of the n uclei quoLed. Quenchin g experimenLs, where t he poly mer ;as crys lal
l ized well below 1700 C, gave a firm indication of t he ex iste nce o f region C. 

An experi mental sLudy was made of t he extremely slow cry lalli zation process t hat 
prevailed when Lhe degree of crysLallini ty became high. The onset of t his stage of t he crys
Lalli zation was interp reted as being Lile resul t of a massive degree of impinge ment. This 
i r~Lcrpretati o n is jllst i~ cd by Lhe caleulaL ions of Laurilzen, who has g iven a t heory of im
PJtlgcments t hat pred lC L::; a pseudoequ ill bn um degree of crystaUinily. 

As indicated a bove t ile growl h p rocess orig inaLin g at homoge neo us nuclei is not of a 
Lh ree-dimensional or spile ruli t ic characLer in Lhe reg ion of study. Such sLray spheruli tes 
a s do appear in lhis region arc shown to o rigin aLe aL heLerogeneiLie·s. The possibil iLy Lhat t he 
in Lrinsie growLh proce s may beco me t hree-dimensional at crystalli zat ion temperatures 
suffi ciently near Tm is discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Poly(chlorotrifluol'oeLhylene) is a lincar homo
polymer that possesses a s trong tendency Lo cry Lal
lize when sLored in the supercooled tate. This paper 
is concerned with a detailed experimen tal and 
theoretical study of this phenomenon. Rate of 
erysLallization s tudies were carried out on this 
polymer with three basic objec tives in mind . In 
enumerating these objectives below, the opportunity 
is Laken to touch briefly on the methods and reason
ing used to attain them. 

The first obj ective of the work was to determine 
the experimental conditions conducive to homo
geneous nucleation, and to investigate the geometry 
of crystal growth under these conditions. The basic 
aim here was th e uncovering of intrinsic properties 
of the polymer, as opposed to those resulting from 
in teracLion of th e polymer with foreign bodies. 

Overall (bulk) crystalliza tion isotherms were 
ob tained aL various Lemperatures below the melting 
poin t by measuring the decrease of volume with 
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Lime for samples of polymer thaL had been iniLially 
superheated far above the melting point. As ex
pected from th e work of Turnbull [l ),l the strong 
superh ea ting greatly subdued the effec t of embryos 
stabilized in pores or fissures in heterogeneities, and 
led to highly r eproducible results. Inasmuch as the 
rela tionship between volume and degree of crystal
linity, x, is accurately known [2] for poly(chlol'otri
fluoro ethylene), the isotherms were expressed as 
plots of X versus log t, where t was the time as 
measured from the inception of the experiment. In 
general , the free bulk growth rate may be repre
sented as x' = Ztn, where n is a number dependin g on 
the type of nucleation and the geometry of growLh, 
and Z is a rate constant. It was determined by a 
straightforward analysis of the da ta that the iso
therms obtained with strong superheating cor
responded to x' = Z2t2, i .e., to n = 2. This ugges ted 
that the crys talli zation was a re ult of one-dimen
sional growth of primary nuclei that were born a t 

1 Figmes in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of tbis paper. 



la ter and la ter ci.ates . The altern ative, and alto
a'ether less likely , explanation is that the cl'ystalliza
tioll was the resull of two-d.imensional growth of 
objects b01'1l a t th e same ti~l e . Any ambiguity in 
th e r esult that the mode of growth was of a one
dimensiOllal dIamcter was removed by carrying out 
a crystalli zation initia te d. b y seed. crystals arisiJlg 
Ironi a p revious run where the free bulk gl'~nvth rate 
was described b y n = 2. It was detenlllned that 
n = l when the crys ta llization was ini tiated by such 
seeci. crystals. TI~e only physically reasonable illte~ '
prelation for a fr ee bulk growth raLe where n = 1 1S 
th at th e crystalli zation was due to one-dimcnsion al 
growth of ob jects bor11 at tIle same .time. Th~sc 
experimcnts made It clcar that tb e 1so Lhen:ns for 
whi ch the n = 2 growth law was observed are III fact 
to be in terpreted. ill terms of one-dimensional gro~th 
of objects born at later and later dates. T~lC buth 
of ob jects at later and later dates . may anse from 
either true homogeneous nu eleatlOn , or pseudo
homogeneous nu cleation, the latter b eing a resul t of 
n early sporadic initiation on Aat surfaces on hetero
geneities (see belo~v). 

The fact tllat It can b e demonstrated that the 
primary nuclei are born at later and later da~es does 
not in itself necessanly mean that the nucleatlOn 1S of 
a tr uly homogeneous character . Homogeneoys ~lLl
cleation refers to that process wh ere crystallizatIOn 
centers a rc spontaneously formed at random positions 
in the pure -mother phase by t hermal fl uctuations. 
Such a process is ch.amcterizcd by a rate of produ?
t ion of nuclei per umt volume of mo ther phase that 1S 
truly constant in time, except perhaps for a very shor t 
indu ction period . However , a proccss of a rather 
similar character can take place on fla t surfaces on 
any h etel'ogeneiti~s that may ex ist in the system. In 
this case fiu ctuatlOns neal'Aat surfaces t hat arc wet
table by'the crystalline phase can cause nucl ei to be 
born at a rate t hat decreases only rather slowly WI th 
time, so that the rate of inj ection may be very nearlY 
constant. (This holds if the system has previously 
been superheated to a degr ee s.ufficient to melt. oy t 
any cmbryos in fiss~l'es 01' pores 111 the heterogeneit ies 
that would othenv1se act as centers of growth at 
t= O. ) This type of nucleation, which is s~mply a 
special case of he terogeneous nucleatlOn as dlscussed 
by Avrami (?], is. for convem ence termed pseudo
homogeneous m tlll~ paper. So lon~ as t he rate of 
prod uction of nucleI does not fall off too .rapldly due 
to depletion of the flat surfaces, the behavlOr of such .ft 
system will in m any 1mportant respects be exp?l'l
mentally similar to tha t of on.e wh eye t.he nucleatIOn 
is truly homogeneo us. Th,e slll1l1an ty 111 the expl:es
sions describing t he rate of hetcrogeneo us nucleatIOn 
of flat SUl'faces and true homogeneo us nu cleation has 
been noted on a numbcr of occasions (sec, for ex
ample, the r emarks of Hollom~n (4]. HO\\:e\Tel' , 
p seudohomogeneous nuclea~lOn wlll be energet ically 
favored over th e correspondll1g homogeneous p roccss, 
and the energy parameters that describe the rate of 
inj ection of primary nuclci in the pscuc\o homogeneo us 
proccss will generally be eonsiclerably smaller than 
Lhose for t he co rre'sponrling' t ruly homogeneous rnccll-
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anism. Th us, the attainment of highly reproducib le 
isotherms t hrough strong superheating is in itself in
suffi cient reason for t he assumption t hftt t he sub
sequent nu cleation is homogeneous, but this st ill 
does no t detract from the fact that a st udy of a sys
tem exh ibi t ing pseudollOll1ogeneous nucl eation may 
provid e certain informatiOll eoncerning the expected 
behavior of the corresponding homophase sys tem 
with homogeneous initiation. If t he number of heter
ogeneiti es is sufficiently small , 01' the fl at surfaces I 

only diffi cultly wettabl e by Lhe crystalline phas(\ . 
true homogeneous nueleation will tend to predomi
nate. Reasons will be giv en for beli eving that homo
geneous ini t iation was pro bably ach ieved for carefully 
selccted and strongly s upcl'heated spcci mens of 
poly(ehl orotr iA uoroetliylene). 

The second obj ective of the work: involved all ex
perimen tal stud:v of the shape of th e isotherms, 
partieularly at high X values. 

All of the isotherms could be quite ftccurately 
r epresented from very low up to moderately high X 
values b y the useful ph enomenologi cal expression 
x = xw[l - exp (- 2tn /xw)] attributable to Mandelkcrn 
[5], and Manclelkern , Quinn , and Flory l6] . In this 
r egion, X lO and n were essentially cons tan t, and the 
isotherms could therefore be superposed simply by 
rescaling the time. (The parameter Xw is treated in 
this paper as a mean value of the apparent limi ting 
degree of crystallinity in s tage 1; note that Xw causes 
the crystallization to p['oceed somewhat more slowly 
than the free bulk growth rate , Zt".) However , at 
high X va.lues, the isotherm s rather abruptly en tercel 
a new regim e where the degree of crys talliJlity 
changed extremely slowly with time , and where ll O 
constant valu e of nand X 1C could. describe the shape 
of a givcn isoLh crm. \ !(oreover, the various iso
therms could no longer be superposed by rcscalin g 
the time. For convenience, the first part of an 
isotherm , where superposition holds, is called stage 1, 
and the later portion wher e i t fai ls is te rmed stage 2. 
The' stage 2 process is Lhe prin cipa l hindran ce to the 
isothcrmal attainment of a high degree of crystal
lini ty in this polymer. A di scussion is given con
cerning possible cau ses of the onset of stage 2. It is 
concluded that a high degree of impingement is the 
cause of this phenomenon. 

The third obj ec tive of the work was to give a 
theoretical account of the rate constants that control 
the rate of nucleation and growth in the stage 1 
portion of the crystallization . Special emphasis 
was attach ed to calcul ation of the temperature varia
tion of these qu antities, and to the estimation of the 
size of th e nuclei. 

In a system with primary nuclei being bol'll at 
uni forml:r later and later datcs and then growing in a 
onc-dimensional manner, the overall (bulk) crystal
lization r ate, as m easurcd by 22 in the expression for 
the fre e growth rate', x'= 2 zt2 , is proportional to the 
rate of injection of nuclei 1, th e lineal growth rate 
of the rods G, and. the area of the growing crystal 
face, rrr2. Expcrimelltal values of Z2 were obtained 
at various temperatures b y a.nalysis of the n= 2 iso
therms. Information con ('.cl'llin g th e tC'mperatuI'e 



depeJldeJlcc of G was obLaill ccl by a n a ll a l:vsis of Lhc 
n = 1 secd-c r.I's Lrti isoL il c rlTl s, s ill cc undcr fLpp rop ri aLc 
circums ta nccs LII C' ovC' ra il raLe of C' rys tallizetlion o f a 
SPCCi lTl C1I Ivll ('r(' t il C' Jluel ci a rC' scC'ct C'J'ys tal prcscnt 
at t= O d.cpl'llcl dirccLi)' 0 11 th e lin ca g rowt il l'I,tt(' . 
'Vitll LlIl' Le lllpC'rallll' c vari a li o n of '%2 H, 11d. G knowll 
expcrimC' lll fL lI :I' , tilc lernpna t urc cicpe1ldellt'e o f J 
was lhcrefore' ddc rmincci. a lso . Our Las k , Lll('n , was 
th at of g iv in g a lilco reLic:aJ di r uss ion of 2 2, r, a nd O. 

Tilc ratl' of inj edio ll of nllclei is ci.cs ('l'ibed geJlC'/'flll)' 
ill tc rms of a cylin drica l primary !ludc Ll ::; of rad iu s /. 
andlcngth f, where l' and I may be eith er va riable o r 
cons tant. '1'11 is nucleus is endowed with in terfac ial 
frcc cnc rgics (J sa nd (J e on t he side and cnds respectivcl:I' , 
alld a res idua l edge free energy, f. The rcsidual 
edge free energy is sh own to b e unimpor tant in dc
terminin g t h e rate of nu cleation in th e pres en t case . 
In th e theoretical trcatment, the thermodyn amic 
driving force , t:.j', is reprcsented by a more accu rate 
expr ess ion [7 ] Lhan is commonly employcd in similar 
calculation s. The homogeneous nucleation rate in 
thc region s tudied experimentally (J 70 0 to 200 0 C ) 
is t reated in terms of a s peciali zed prima ry nucleu s 
of fixcd length f3 and a va ri fLble rad iu s 1' . This model , 
wltielt is applicable in fL relatively cxt,endcd lempem
ture int erval calleel " region B ", leael s lo a lluclefLlion 
rate of Lhe form IB ~ exp (- t:.F~ /HT) exp (- {3/ 
T 2t:.T), whcl'e f3 is fL con s lfLllt , t:.F; til e frec en e rg~' of 
fL c livfLtion of th e s ho l't -range din'u s ioll proccss fLt till' 
in tc d acl' , l' th e absolul C' tl'ITlIWI'I)'lllre , a nd t:.T tile 
difl'er('nc(' bclwccn th e nw lLin g poilll a nd tilc ('I'~'s tal
liza ti oJl lcmperature. Jlis drmons tralrd. tllfLt thi s 
model docs 1I0 L impl y that (J e is icl.cII tieal Lo u r o. 
Thc model with hoth rand /variab lr is lll eo l'el ically 
valid ill rcgion A, which exis ts close to til c JlwlliJ 'g 
poin t, aJld leads to f it ~ exp ( - t:.F;;!HT) exp ( - exl 
T 3t:. 1'2), wherc a is a con s taJll. II is demoJl s tratecl 
conclusively that f 8 , and n oL fA , fit s tll e data 00 tain cd 
bctweeJl 170 0 am[ 200 0 C , sh ow ing LllfLt the llu ckus 
with fixcd 10 is t he co rrect on e to employ in Illi s 
range. 1'h e tcmpcratul'c dependeJlce of Lhe liJl eal 
gl'owLh rate is cl.escrib ecl. i n terms of a seconcl.fLlT 0 1' 

growLh nu cleus of length AO that forms on th c grow
illg face (end) of the crystalli t e. The growth law is 
of th e form G", exp ( - t:.Fi /RT) exp (_ "r/ T2t:.T). 
The qLlantit~T to is numerically equal to AO' The 
trcatment of G is thus similar to that proposed in 
ano ther co nnec tion by Burnett and 11cDevi t [8]. 
The bulk crystallization rate constant, Z2, is shown 
to accuratelv conform to a relation of the form Z? ~ 
exp [-(t:.F;+t:.Fi) /RT]exp [- (f3 + I') / T2t:.Ty) ., wh~l'e 
(3 = 1'. E s timates of th e d imen sion s of tIl e primfLl'Y 
and secondary nucle i arc given . 

Although the principal a im of Lhe presc n L work 
was th e elu cidation of Lh e bulk C'. rys tallizat ion proccss, 
mention is made of ('crtfLin aspects of s phcrulitie 
growth. A morc detailed di scu ss ion of spileruli Li c 
growth, which to a ce rta i n exten t supplemell ts Lh e 
work of Price [9 J on poly ( chlorot ri A uOl'oethylene), 
will be giv en elsewhere [10]. It win b e shown here 
that th e bulle crys talli zation th at takes p lace in thi s 
poly m er su bseq'uen t Lo Lron g uperheating i not 
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oJ a thrce-clinlcn sioJ1 fL i 01' spheru liLic cllamcCer in 
lll c tcmperature ra nge studied . It is cssential lo 
bc,)'r til is poinl in mind while l'eading th e papl'l'. 
On theoretical ~ rou JJd s, iL is shown to be rcasonable 
to s uppos e thnt the in t rill sic bulk c r.\~stalliz a ti o ll 
proc'ess migh t. illvo llTC three-dimcJl sion al growLIt 
clos e lo l he melling point , but Lhis problem was not 
s t lld.i l'd expC' rinw nl a ll .I' iwcaus e of lh e extreme slow
nC'ss of LllC C'J'y tn lli/ml ion at s ueh LClTlperatul'es . 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1. Materials 

The spec imens of poly (chl oJ'o trinuoroctitylrne ) 
that WC1'e lIsed in this reseal'ch wer(' labo ralo ry 
samples of Kel-F gmcle 300 pol y mer whi ch werc 
kindly supplied to us by H. S. Kaufman of t he 
Minnesota ?\fining and Manufacturing Compa ny. 
The maLerial was s upplied in Lhe form of a ir-free 
molded sheet s app rox imate ly 2 nun thi ck. The 
Ilumbe l' av erage molecular wcig h t wa s stated Lo bc 
IIpp1'oximalcly 4 15,000 . 

It i espccially impo rt ant to noLe thfLL iL was 
nC'C'('ssa ry lo select, shcets thaL wl'rc a,s frce as poss ibl e 
o f het eroge neities. Th e hasic cri Le ri on u scd , in 
Ill :tk ing th c (' Ic'd ion II as lhe abi lit y o f a rcasonable 
d (,;2'J'l'(' of supl'rh('fLt in~ to y i('ld h ig hJy rC'prod lI c ibl e' 
bulk ('J'ys tnliization isot hcrms (in a subsequl' ll L 
crys tallization) th a t we're C'ssctlli allyindeprllc\cll t 
of thC' s up(,l'hellting cond iti ons . C onfo l'mily with 
thi s cond ili oll. indi c;ltNI t hal ('nollgh of the hctcJ'
ogc ll eitics had bel'n rCncll' rNi illflct iv e Lo pc rmi t t he 
homogeneous 0 1' PSl' uc\ohomogellco ll s proce s lo 
make it s apprarancc. Ollly it f('IV of till' she'ets 
suppl ied met the statcd r eq LI i I'cmcnts. 

A sphcrulile co un t obtained undcr spccificd con
dilions proYed to be a useful mcas ul'e of t he number 
of hctcl'ogcniLies . Th e samples used in t he bulk 
crys tallizalion sLudi es co ntaincd only . 10 to 30 
sp heruli t ics pcr mm 3 after t hc spccnTIens were 
sLiPerh,eated to 30, 50 C , ancl thc spheruliLes g rown 
anywh ere between 180 0 ancl. 1920 C . Samples with 
a considerably larger number of pherulites did noL 
meet t he reproducibility req u iremen ts s t.ated above. 

A further point concerning Lhe selec tion uf material 
is of importance. Under certain cond i lion s, poly 
(chlorotrifluoroethylene) is known to possess s urface 
nucleation that cau ses t he sp ecimen s to e xhibit a 
gr a iny appearance whcn v iewed normal to t he 
surface with crossed nieol pri sms [11]. Only t hose 
samples that were s hown by secLioning s t udies to 
be suffi ciently free 0 I' t h is ph enomenon were used 
in Lite r esearch. 

Only relatively fJ'c sh specimens ,.vere employed, 
, illce these led to l he most r eprodUCible r esults. In 
Lhe cOLlJ'se of repea t ing some of the work, it was 
di scovered that malerial stored over a year in air 
showed a tend ency towarcl irreproducible behavior. 
S uc h aged sp ecimens often yielded low n values. 
This may h ave b een the resul t of excessive surface 
nucleation. 



2.2. Volume Mea surements and Crystallization 
Isotherms 

The specii? c :,"olume of .th e .specimen.s wa~ meas
ured by wClg nmg th em ll~ slhc~n e 011,. USlllg t he 
same apparatus employed III earher Stucll~S on t.hlS 
polymer [2]. The $"en eral pro~edure used 111 m akwg 
the rW1 S was as follows. FU'st, the polymer was 
suspended on a fine w~r~ :;tnd h ea ted in a stirred air 
bath to a preselected Imtial temperature, T I, for a 
time suffi cient to bring th e entire specimen to th ermal 
equilibrium. This u sually took app~oximat~l.y 10 
min. The specimen was then plru:gecl m to a ~lhc<?ne 
oil ba th operating at a prede termm ed crys talhzatlOn 
temperature, T 2. The sample was th en weighed in 
the oil a t times appropriate to th e r a te of crystal
lization, and the specifi c v olume calcula ted for 
each reading. . 

The crystallization was assumed to b egm when the 
specimen r each ed T 2; this usually occurred 1.5 to 
3 min after it was plunged into the oil b ath. For a 
process with a strongly negatiye ten~pe~ature co
efficient such as the one studlCd, thIS ill troduces 
only a 'small error, certainly no t exceeding .1 ~lin 
in the zero of time. In cases where the crys talliza t lOn 
was quite rapid, as for T 2< 180° C, a small tempera
ture correction was mad e for self-heating of the 
sample. The samples used in th e investigat ion 
generally weighed from 1 to 5 g. 

The very small amount (always less than 0..2 
percent) of silicon e oil sorbe~ by th e .specimens. ill 

th e course of r epeated expenments dld no t affec t 
the rate of crystallization. The samples did not 
b ecome discolored and no bubbles or otlter evidence 
of degradation wa~ ever observed ~n frcsh sp~cim~n s . 
IV e note in th e latter connectlOl1 that lden tIcal 
isotherms wer e obtained at a given grOlvth tempera
t ure even after th e sample h ad b een h eated many 
times to T 1= 305° C for the brief period indica ted. 

The isoth erms a t a given growth temperat ure arc 
independent of the time the sample was h eld at 
T 1 prior to crystallization . 

The specific volume v alues were converted di
r ectly to the degree of crys tallini ty, x , which is defin ed 
as the mass fraction of the sample that is crys tallized , 
using the equation 

X V/- V •. 
V I- V c 

(1) 

In this expression , VI is the specific volume of the 
pure supercooled liquid, Vc th e specific volume of 
the pure crystal, and 11. the specific volume of the 
sample, all a t the t empera ture of the r~n. The 
specific volume of the crys tal at the reqUIred tem
perature was calculated from th e equa tion 

V c= 0.45563 + 0.8079 X 1O- 4T + 0. 874 X 1O- 7T 2, (2) 

and the specific volume of the supercooled liquid 
was ob tain ed using 

(3 ) 

In these expressions V is in cm3g- 1 and T is in ° C. 
Equations (2) and (3) were derived using a rigorous 
analysis of V- T data [2J. Wi th the experimen tal 
error in Vs considered, the crystallinity scale defin ed 
by eqs (1 to 3) yields X values to better than 0.01 at 
low x, and about 0. 03 at x = O.5, in the temperature [ 
r ange where the crys tallization studies were car- , 
ried out. E vidence that lends strong support to ) 
the crystallinity scale defined by eqs (1 to 3) will ') 
b e brought out later in this paper . P. 
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3 . Bulk Crystallization Isotherms: Geometry , 
of Growth and Type of Nucleation 

3 .1. Experimental Conditions Leading to Homogene 
ous or Pseudohomogeneous Nucleation 

Turnbull [1J has shown that if a substan ce con
tains th ermally stable (and wettable) heterogeneities 
possessing pores or cavities on its surface, crys talline 
embryos can persist in these on an equilibrium b asis 
well above the ordinary melting poin t. Such a 
body will ac t as a cen ter of growth as soon as the 
material is supercooled . By sufficien t superheat
ing, the embryos in the cavities can be melted out, 
thus rendering th em inactive as nuclea tion centers. 
O ther things b eing equal, the embryos in th e larger 
cavities m elt out first. In cases where the caviti es 
are small, and where the heterogeneity is strongly 
wetted. by the crystalline phase, the er ystalline 
m a tter m ay persist hundr eds of degrees above the 
usua.l m elt ing poin t. R eproducible isoth erms inde
pendent of superheating conditions or previous ther
m al history should b e ob tained pro vided that all, or 
n early all, of such embryos arc destroyed . It is 
r eadily demonstra ted tha t such a condi tion can b e 
achieved with rela tively clean samples of poly 
(chloro trifluoroeLhylene) . 

The effect of various superll ea ting tempera Lures, 
T 1 , on th e isotherms for p oly(chloro trifiuorethylene) 
obtained at T2= 196.5° C is shown in fLgure 1. The 
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FIGUR E 1. Effect of initial (superheating) temperature, 7'1, 
on isotherms obtained at a constant growth tem peratw'e, 
'n = 196.5° C. 

J( is the mass fraction crystallizcd . and t is the t ime in minll tes. Note the 
asymp totic approach to rcproducible behavior with increasing T I. 
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equilibrium m elting temperature, T"" for this poly
mer is close to 221 ° C [12], so thaL Lbe degree of 
superheating ranges from 24° Lo 84° C. For low 
TI , the crystallization is noLiceabl clependen L on 
T I . However , for high TJ Lhe i oLlterms converge 
~n a mann er clearly suggesLing Lhat Lhey arc vir
t,ually iudependenL of TI in this r egion, and Lhe raLe 
)f crystallizaLion is slower.2 R esulLs of a similar 

!,;haracter were obtain.eel with T2= 188.4° C and ~he 
arne set of TI shown 111 figure]. Al 0 a run carned 
mt with T I = 325° and T2= 196.5° C yielded an 

.sotherm (not shown) that was identical within 
experimental error to that obtained with T 1=305°, 
T2 = 196.5° C. These facts show that when the 
polymer is heated to the vicinity of 305° C prior to 
crystallization, the embryos in the crevices in the 
heterogeneites arc virtually all destroyed. In such 
a situation, homogeneous or pseudohomogeneous 
nucleation initiates the crystallization process in 
the polymer. 

3.2. Analysis of the Isotherms to Obtain n 

Plo ts of x versus log t obtained for various crystal
lization temperatures between 170.0° and 199 .9° C 
are depicted in figure 2. All of the e isotherms were 
obtained with polymer that was superheated to 305° 
C prior to the crystallization run, and arc therefore 
those appropriate to homogeneous or pseudohomo
geneous initiation. The data for the first part of the 
170° run are somewhat unreliable owing to the 
rapidity of the crystallization. The bulk crystalliza
tion process has a strongly n egative temperature 
coefficient in the temperatme interval studied : the 
isotherms at low T2 arrive at a given (low or moder
ate) degree of crystallinity much sooner than those 
run at high T2• The existen ce of thi strongly 
negative temperature coefficient shows that the bulk 
crystallization process is controll ed by one or more 
nucleation mechanisms in the temperature nmge 
under investigation. 

The two distinct stages of the crystallization are 
apparent in figure 2. In stage 1, the rate of crystal
lization at a given temperature is increasingly rapid. 
This stage strongly reflects the free growth rate of 
the cry tals, and the analysis of n will be based on 
this portion of the isotherms. Stage 2 appears with 
only a slight premonitory effect, and is characterized 
by an extr em ely slow and nearly linear increase in 
the degree of crystallinity on the logarithmic time 

2 A total absence o[ surJerbcating clIccts would mean that the corresponding 
crystallization was of hom()gcncolls origin. 'rhis represellts an experimentally 
ideal situation not easily acbievcd. Howevcr, the observation o[ only a slight 
displacement at constant T 2 toward slower crystallizaiion with increasing TI at 
relatively low degrces of superheating docs not neccssarily impl y that such iso
therms aro of practically homogeneolls origin. 1"'bis may be seen b y tho follow
ing argument. Suppose the crack-size distribution in the heterogcneities is 
gaussian, with a most probable size 't. At low degrees o[ superheating only t he 
very few large cmbryos will be melierl out, and the isotherms will shirt but little 
with increasing T I , despite the fact the crystalUzaUon is heterogeneous. rrhe 
m aximum shift will correspond to higher T I valnes where embryos in cracks of 
just the size x arc melted out. At still highcr 7'1 values, t he isotherms will 
converge again as shown in fi gure 1 as the last o[ the small embryos is dcstroyed 
by superheatillg. T hu s, evcn if only a small cffect o[ supcrheating is round, it is 
important to show, as ill the present case, that the effect o[ [lUther superheating 
causes convergent snilts before it ca n be stated that a homogeneous or pseudo
homogeneous condition o[ crystallization has been a pproached. A divergent 
shift would be a certain sign that t he crystallization was mostly initiated at t=O. 
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FIGURE 2. n =2 isotherms obtained at vari ous growth temper
atures, T z, for s pecimens subjected to strong superheating 
(TJ = 3050 C) prior to crystallization. 

x is the mass fraction crystallized, and t is the time in minutcs. The value 
n=2 is a resnlt ol one-dimensional growth of nuclei born sporadically in time. 

scale used. Stage 2 crystallization will b e discussed 
in more detail in section 4. 

The value of n in the expression for the free growth 
rate, x' =Zl;n, will now be determined by an analysis 
of the isotherms. The free growth rate is the rate 
at which the polymer would crystallize if the nuclea
tion and subsequent growth of each crystalli te were 
independent of similar processes in other crystallites, 
a condition rno t apt to b e fLllfilled in the very early 
stages of the crystallization . Interest in the free 
growth rate is occassioned by the fact that Z is a 
quantity that can be calculated theoretically by a 
consideration of the elemen tary nucleation and 
growth mechanisms, and by the fact that n is inti
mately related to the type of nucleation and the 
geometry of growth. 

The phenomenological expression [5 ,6] 3 

(4) 

is used as a starting point in analy is to obtain n. 
A derivation of eq (4) is given in appendix 9.1 to 
indicate the specialized meaning we have placed on 
Xw, which is defined as a retardation parameter that 
reflects the mean value of the apparent limiting degree 
of crystallinity in stage 1. As sho"l11 in appendix 
9.2, it is readily deduced from eq (4) that 

n = (t/x) (dx/(Zt ) [1 + (1 /2) (x/Xw) + ... ]. (5) 

In this expression, t is the time as measured from the 
inception of the experiment, and X the degree of 
crystallinity at that time. Values of n at various 
degrees of crystallization may be obtained from the 
experimental values of t, x, and dx/dt, if a value of 
Xw is assumed. Fortunately, n is quite insensitive 
to the choice of Xw, and it is sufficient for the purpose 
at hand to calculate n with Xw= 1 and xw= 1/2. These 
values may be accepted as reasonable trial values 
for this parameter in the present case. Values of X 
up to 0.20 were used in the determination of n. This 

3 Equation (4) is not quoted directly in the papers cited, but is readily deduced 
lrom tbe treatment given. 
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it was set in order to insure that each isotherm 
was well within stage 1, and to be certain that higher 
terms in eq (5) were unimportant. It was found that 
this m ethod was more satisfactory than some of the 
curve-matching schemes sometimes used to estimate 
n , since a definite numerical value is obtained. 

Values of n obtained in the manner described 
are given in table 1. It is evident from the results 
that n = 2.0 under the conditions of the experiments, 
which are those corresponding to homogeneous or 
pseudohomogeneous nucleation. (N ote that the 
isotherm obtained with Tl = 285° C is also con
sistent with n = 2. ) It is extremely doubtful that 
the value of n lies outside the range 1.8 to 2.2. 
As indicated in the next t.o the last column in table 1, 
an isotherm calculated using eq (4) with n = 2 and 
x w= 1 fits the observed data reasonably well up to 
a X value in the vicinity of 0.45. Lower values 
of Xw usually give a poorer fit , indicating that Xw"-' 1 
in this case. The errol' in Xw is undoubtedly rather 
large, the figures given being reliable to not much 
more than about 20 percent. Nevertheless, there 
is little doubt that eq (4) is a suitable method of 
representing the isotherms in the region indicated. 
At higher values of x, each experimental isotherm 
enters stage 2, and deviates markedly from that 
calculated from the phenomenological equation. 
The best values of the quantities nand Xw are shown 
as bold face numbers in table 1. 

The pseudo equilibrium degree of crystallinity, 
Xm, for each T 2 value is also shown in table 1. Xm 
is defined as the degree of crystallinity at the onset 
of stage 2. The method of estimating Xm is apparent 
from figure 2. The increase of Xm wit.h increasing 
T 2 is definitely real, and is not an artificial result 
arising from an error in the crystallinity scale. (It 
is worth mentioning that this point is clearly ap
parent in the V-T diagram to be given in section 4.) 

An approximate theoretical justification for using 
trial Xw values in the range 1/2 to 1 for a system where 
Xm"-' 1/2 will be found in appendix 9.1. 

TARLE 1. Values of nand X tD fo r polymer crystallized after 
strong supel'heating (homogeneous or pseudo homogeneous 
nucleation) 

I Value of n Maximum ex· 
Crystal· perimental x Pseudo-

Initial Iization value that is equilibrium 
tempera- tempera- eq (5) eq (5) x ., approximately degree of 
t ure, T , with with fitted hy eq (4) crystallin· t ure, T , X.,=1 x w=72 with n = 2 and ity, Xm 

assumed assumed x w= l 
------

°C ° C 
305 199. 9 • 2. 0 <2.1 ---- - --- ----- -.- -- -- - - - - --------- ._-
305 195. 8 1. 86 1.96 1. 0.50 0. 60 
305 192. 5 1.84 1. 94 .75 . 50 . 57 
305 188.4 1. 98 2. 09 1. . 45 .53 
305 184.4 2. 01 2.13 1. . 40 .52 
305 180. 4 2. 10 2. 22 1. . 40 .50 

285 188. 4 2. 06 2.19 1. .45 --------------------
n= 1.97 n=2. 09 ~1 

• For this run, there were too few points taken in tb e region x = 0.05 to x = 0.20 
to permit n to be calculated as precisely as in the other cases. 

The isotherms show'll in figure 2 may be super
posed by shifting them along the log t axis. A 
plot of sllch a superposition of isotherms is shown 
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FIGURE 3. S u perposition of experimental isotherms shown 

in figure 2 on isotherm calculated with eq (4) f or case n =2. 
Isotherms calculated with eq (4) for n= 1 and n=3 arc shown for comparison. 

T he symbols used to den ote the experimen tal points for the various isothermsl 
are the same as those used in figW'e 2. I 

in figure 3. The points used in this plot are the 
same ones shown in figure 1, and these have been 
superposed on a phenomenological isotherm com
puted from eq (4) for the case n = 2, and xw= 1. 
The superposition is, of course, in accord with the 
mathematical properties of eq (4), and is equivalent 
to the superposition ob tained using certain variablesl 
other than X [5] that measure the course of the crys-' 
tallization. The superposition is excellent up tol 
x = 0.3, and fair up to x = 0.4 to x = 0.5 (see next to 
last column in table 1). 

If it is assumed that the value of 17, = 2 correspondsi 
to homogeneous or pseudohomogeneous nucleation, 
i.e., to the case where the growing particles are born 
at later and later dates, then it follows that th~ 
geometry of growth is of a one-dimensional character.1 
(It is shown in appendix 9.4. that X' = Z2t2 , i.e., n = 2'1 
for the case of one-dimensional growth of objects 
born at later and later dates. ) Any such conclusion 
concerning the geometry of growth rests squarel~ 
on the credibility of the arguments given earlie~ 
for the belief that strong superheating should lead 
to primary nuclei that are born at later and later 
times. At this point, therefore, it is considere~ 
that it is highly probable, rather than certain, tha~ 
the geometry of growth in this polymer is one~ 
dimensional. What is clearly needed in an independ~ 
ent proof of the geometry of growth. This wil;j 
be given in section 3.3. In order to facilitate thi" 
proof, it is necessary to indicate the conceivabl~ 
alternative explanations for the n = 2 isotherms, and 
to mention the unique character of certain othe~ 
n values. 

An n = 2 isotherm can arise in two fundamentally 
distinct ways. It can be due to the one-dimensional 
growth of objects born at later and later dates , or to! 
the two-dimensional (radial) growth of disk-like 
objects born at the same time. (These two cases ar~ 
considered in appendix 9 .3 and 9.4). This statement) 
is subject to the provision that the growth process 
must be lineal, so that a given amount of material is 
deposited on a unit area of growing crystal face in 



unit time. It may safely be assumed in the ca e of 
poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) that this holds true, at 
least in the first stage of the cry tallization. Non
lineal growth in the relatively early tages of a 
crystallization is to be anticipated only in ystem 
where long-range diiIu ion is required to bring the 
crystallizing species to the surface of the crystal. 
Thus, only the case of one-dimensional growth of 
objects born at later and later dates , and two
dimensional growth of objects born at the same 
time need be considered as possible causes of the 
observed n= 2 isotherms. An independent proof 
that the geometl'y of growth is indeed one-dimen
sional in this polymer would therefore strongly 
reinforce the belief that the n = 2 isotherms are a 
result of objects born at later and later dates . 

It is worth r emarking that a similar problem 
exists for an n = 3 isotherm. Such an isotherm 
could be interpreted as being a resul t of three
dimensional growth of objects born at the same 
time, or two-dimensional growth of disk-like objects 
born at later and later date. Fortunately, how
ever, n = l and n = 4 isotherms have unique interpre
tations, subject of course, to t he provision that the 
growth be lineal. Thus, an n = 4 isotherm can 
arise only for the three-dimensional (spherical) 
growth of objects born sporadically in time, and an 
n = 1 isotherm can arise only for one-dimensional 
growth of objecLs born at the same time.4 The 
latter fact , wh en used to interpret the experiments 
with seed erystals to be described in the following 
section, will provide the required proof that the 
geometry of growth in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) 
is indeed one-dimensional. This will also resolve 
any uncertainty in the suggested interpretation of 
the n = 2 isotherms. 

3.3. Nucleation With Seed Crystals 

If t he crystalli tes formed in the n = 2 crystalliztt
tion are actually a resul t of one-dimensional growth 
of nuclei born at later and later times as has been 
postulated, it is clear that if seeds derived from these 
crystals are caused to exist in a sample of polymer, 
and these seed n uclei used to initiate a crystallization 
at t= O, the resultant isotherm should conform, at 
least in its early stages, to eq (4) with n~l. (It is 
shown an appendix 9.3 that the free growth rate for 
such a system is x' = Zlt.) 

The preparation of a sample containing the appro
priate type of eed crystals is easily accomplished. 
First, the specimen is crystallized at a certain growth 
temperature, such as 188 0 0, after first superheating 
it to 3050 C. The corre ponding i otherm is of the 

• An incidental point here is that n=4 is in itself not a complete proof of bomo
geneous nucleation, but only of essentially sporadic initiation. Such an e/Ject 
could arise from either homogeneous or pseudo homogeneous nucleation. in 
this sense. an 11=4 isotherm is somewbat less defini te with regard to the type of 
Ducleation that Is implied than an 11= 1 isotherm, t he latter practically always 
clearly indicating heterogeneous nucleation . (Here we regard both foreign 
bodies and seed crystals as "heterogeneous" nuclei). 

An n=1 Isotherm could conceivably arise for a suhstance that "crystallized" 
strictly by cont inuous homogeneous injection of nuclei that did not grow, but 
this contingency need not be seriously considered in the present case, since there 
is ample evidence showing that the primary n uclei grow. 
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n = 2 type. This process produces vast numbers of 
tiny crystallites in the specimen. The sample is 
then heated to a temperature Tl that is a little 
below Tm but close to the quasi-equilibrium melting 
point, T m', in order to melt out all but a very small 
fraction of the crystalli tes.5 The equilibrium melt
ing temp rature of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) is 
2210 0, and the quasi-equilibrium melting point for 
a ample crystallized at 1880 0 is about 216 0 0 [12]. 
The remainin cr crystalli tes arc the largest in the 
specimen, the malleI' one ha ing melted out, and 
comprise the requisite type of seed crys tals. Though 
numerous seed crystals are present, the specific 
volume of such a sample is experimentally indis
tinguishable from that of the pure supCl'cooled liquid 
at the same temperature. 

The seed-crystal isotherm is obtained by dropping 
the temperature of the "seeded" sample to a con
venient crystallization tempcratme, 1~ , and making 
the run in the usual manner. The seed crystals are, 
of course, all active as "heterogeneous" nucleation 
centers at t= O. I otherms obtained in this way 
were analyzed to obtain n as was described in the 
previous section. The results of three of the runs 
arc given in table 2. It i seen that the value 

T ABL E 2.- Yalues of nand X w fo r polymer nucleated with 
seed crystals · 

Value ofn Maximum P seudo-
Initial Growth experi mental x equilibri-

tempe\,- tcmpcr- x w va lue tha t is urn degree 
ature, atur J cq (5) eq (5) approxima tc ly of crystal-

T, T , with with fitted by eq (4) linity, 
x w=l x w=)6 wit h 11= 1 and Xm 

assumed assumed x w= 0.55 
------

° C ° C 
216.2 200. 0 0.98 1. 04 0.55 0.40 ....,(). 45 
215.6 200.0 1. 02 1.08 . 55 .40 ~.45 
215.6 196.2 .87 .92 .55 . 40 ~. 45 

--------
n=0.96 n = l.Ol .55 

• Previous history prior to heating to T , value sbown in table: n=2 rlll1 with 
T , =305° and T2= 188' C tbat was carried into stage 2. 

n = 1.0 provides the best description of the data. 
The value n = 1 can only be interpreted to mean that 
the crystallization in the seeded specimens was due to 
one-dimensional growth oj objects bom at the same 
time. Further, this finding provides the str ongest kind 
oj confirmation jor the supposition made earlier that 
the n = 2 isothet'ms were a result oj one-dimensional 
growth oj objects being born at laler and later dates, 
i.e., by homogeneous or pseudohomogeneous nucleation. 

The specimen in the n = l eed-crystal runs 
attained a given degree of crystallinity considerably 
faster than the amples in an n = 2 run at the same 
growth temperature, despite the acceleration of the 
crystallization resulting from the continuous injec
tion of centers in the latter case. This is a result, 
of comse, of the fact that the numerous seed crystals 
all start growing at t= O in the n = 1 runs. The 
n = 1 seed-crystal runs were carried out ~at the 

• The fact tbat Tm' is less tban TM for polymer crystallized at temperatures 
below Tm is due to the small size of the crystals in such samples. The specimens 
will contain crystallites with a distribution of sizes, the larger ones melting out 
at higher temperatures. Some of t hese will be retained above the nominal value 
of Tm' . The number of seed crystals in a sample will tend to depend rather 
strongly on T , in tbe range between T ... ' and Tm. 



relatively high T2 values indicated in order to allow 
the rate of crystallization to be measured easily. 

The result n = 1 is definitely not caused by surface 
nucleation in these experiments. 11icroscopic ob
servation of sectioned specimens showed that the 
crystallization did not originate at the surfaces; the 
scattering of light due to the crystals formed clearly 
indicated that they existed throughout the body of 
the specimen. Thus the n = 1 isotherms were a 
result of a bulk crystallization effect. It is also 
perfectly clear from the conditions of the experiment 
that the result n = 1 is not caused by continuous 
homogeneous injection of nuclei that do not grow.4 

A superposition-ty pe plot of the n = 1 isotherms is 
shown in figure 4. The isotherms shown are those 
mentioned in table 2. Curves calculated using eq 
(4) with n = 1 and various values of Xw are shown as 
solid lines. It is seen that xw ~0.55 provides a good 
fit of the data from x = O up to x = 0.3 to 0.4. The 
best values of nand Xw for this type of isotherm are 
indicated as bold face numbers in table 2. The mean 
experimental value of Xw obtained for the n = 1 iso
therms is correct to within about 10 percent. 

A Xw value that diminished somewhat as the 
degree of crystallinity increased would definitely fit 
the data slightly better. This point will prove to 
be of significance in an ensuing discussion on the 
nature of impingements. 
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FIGURE 4. Superposition of the experimental n = 1 isotherms 
obtained by initiation with seed crystals on isotherms calcu
lated using eq (4) with n=l and various values of Xw . 

() Tl=216.2°, T,=2000 0 ; <iii Tl=215.6°, T,=100.2° 0; () T l=215.6°, T ,=2000 O. 
Tbe value n=l is a result of one-dimensional growtb of pre-determined nuclei 
(seeds) present at 1=0. 

4 . Isotherms at High x: Stage 2 
Crystallization 

The objective of this section is to bring out certain 
points concerning the shape of an observed isotherm, 
especially at a high degree of crystallinity where the 
inception of stage 2 introduces strong retardations to 
the crystallization process. The nature of stage 2 
is of special interest when considered in the light of 
the difficulties· encountered in attaining very high 
degrees of crystallization in linear polymers. 
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Consider first the n = 2 isotherms shown in figure 2 . 
The retardations to the crystallization in stage 1 of 
these isotherms are comparatively weak, and are 
adequately described up to moderately high X values 
by the parameter xw",l in eq (4). The stage 1 
portion is superposable a s shown in figure 3. The 
situation is entirely different after the onset of stage 
2 at x~O.4 to 0.6. The crystallization becomes 
extremely slow, indicating the interdiction of a very 
strong retardation, and no fLxed values of Z2, n , and 
Xw with eq (4) are capable of reproducing any signifi
cant portion of the stage 2 portion of the isotherm. 
The stage 2 portions of the isotherms are not super
posable by rescaling either the time or the degree of 
crystallini ty. Equation (4) with n = 2 and Xw= 1 
leads to an isotherm which rises on past the onset 
of stage 2, as shown in figure 5 (upper diagram) . 

It is emphasized that the value Xw'" 1 found ex
perimentally for the n = 2 isoth erms is not particu
larly accurate, and is probably somewhat high. A 
small and otherwise negligible n = 3 component due 
to a remnant of heterogeneously induced spherulitic 
growth is suspected to b e present in the n = 2 runs, 
and this would cause Xw to assume somewhat high 
values. Also, slightly conical growth would lead to 
high Xw values. Thus, the fact that Xw is consider
ably greater than the pseudoequilibrium degree of 
crystallinity, Xm, in the n = 2 case may be partly an 
artificial result, and the true valu e of Xw may well 
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FIGU RE 5. Diagram showing transition from stage 1 to stage 2, 
and the extent to which eq (4) (dashed lines) fit s the experi
mental isotherms (solid lines) f or the n = l and n = 2 cases. 

The n=l curve sbown was obtained with T ,=218.0°, T ,= 19Go 0, and tbe 
n=2 curve was obtained with T , =305°, T ,= 100° O. X is tbe mass fraction trans
formed and 1 is tbe time in minutes. The symbol Xm represents tbe approximate 
value of the pseudoequiJibrium degree of crystallinity. 



be closer to Xm than is indicated by most of the data. 
However , none of th above de tracL from the fact 
that eq (4) provides a good representation of the 
data in tage 1 , and the facL thaL Lhe reLardaLion in 
stage 1 arc mu ch weaker than Lho e in stage 2. 

The n = 1 isoLherms also exhihi L Lypical stage 2 
crystallizaLion. In the ca e of the n = 1 isoLhenlls, 
the onset of sLage 2 is rather diffuse, but evidently 
become important at around x = O.4 to 0. 5. The 
general situation for the n = 1 isotherm is depicted 
in figure 5, (lower diagram) . The properties of the 
stage 2 part of the isotherm at high X in the n = 1 
case arc very similar to those described above for 
the n = 2 ca e. The value xw ~0.55 that describes 
the retardn,tion in stage 1 of the n = 1 isotherms is 
attributable principally to the effect of impinge
ments and entanglements (see below) . 

A slow crystallization process evidently similar in 
character to th e stage 2 crystallization investigated 
here ha previously been noted in cry tallizable 
polymers by Collins [13], Kovacs [14], and others. 

The experiment clearly indicate tha t the parame
ter Xw in eq (4) is not general1~T to be identified with 
the true equilibrium degree of crystallinity. To show 
this , we need only consider the n = 1 type isotherm, 
for which the relatively reliable value xw ~0.55 ob
tains. It has been demonstrated that poly(chloro
trifluoroethylene) can readily be crystallized up to 
x = 0.82 [2], and. even this figure i certainly not the 
highest attainable. Thus Xw i clearly less than the 
equilibrium degree of crystallin iLy in this case. An
other point i th at in the experimenLal n = ] isotherm 
shown in figure 5 (lower diagram), X is seen to con
tinu e well past the valu e x~0.55, again demon trat
ing that Xw is not the eq uilibrium degree of crystal
lini ty. The fac t that Xw is roughly uniLy for Lhe n=2 
isotherms does not in our view imply thaL Xw is to 
be identified with the equilihrium degree of crysLal
lini ty in these cases, especially in vie'w of the uncer
tainty in the experimen Lal valu e of Xw for such 
isotherms. 

The experimental r esults suggest that the re
tardation parameter Xw is not to h e generally taken 
as being identical to the pseudoeguilihrium degree 
of crystalliniLy, Xm, though this point is difficult to 
establish with certainty . The most clear-cut experi
mental evidence is obtained from the n = 1 isotherms 
where the value xw~ 0 .55 is established within nar
row limits. Our best estimate of Xm in this case 
yields Xm~ 0.45 (see table 2). This numerical esti
mate of Xm is somewhat doubtful , hu t our analysis 
nevertheless renders it highly likely that Xm is some
what less than XW' The situation with the n = 2 iso
therms is that Xm c~n he determined quite accurately 
(see fig. 5, upper diagram), hut tha t Xw i more un
certain. N everLheless, it would appeal' that Xm is 
less than Xw in thi case. At the verv least the 
experimen tal re lilts for the n = 1. an d n . 2 iso therms 
can hardly b e interpreted to mean that Xw i precisely 
equal to Xm. 

The experimental situa tion concerning the onset of 
stage 2 in the n = 1 and n = 2 cases can be sum
marized as follows. In the n = 2 case, th e stage 2 
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process intervenes rather ahruptly at Xm, where Xm is 
0.4 to 0.6 depending on the crystallization tempera
ture, and preven ts the experimental isotherm from 
pur lling its original "n= 2, x w"-'I " course. How
evel', Lhe Xw vahlO quoted is undoub tedly somewhat 
high as a 1'e ult of cer tain extraneous effects . In the 
n = 1 case, the experimental isotherm essentially com
plete iL "n= 1, Xw ~0.55" course near xm~ 0.45 , and 
the stage 2 proces upervenes. In both cases, it is 
the stage 2 mechanism (and Lhe limited patience of 
the investigator) that hinders the isothermal attain
m ent of high degrees of crystallini Ly. 

The ahove remarks serve to how part of the 
experimental basis for referring to Xw as a "retarda
tion parameter" or as the "apparent limiting degree 
of crystallinity in stage 1," rather than assuming it 
is generally equivalen t to the pseudoequilihrium de
gree of crystallinity. A theoretical ju stifLCation for 
this type of definition w-ill be mentioned shortly (see 
also appendix 9.1). The theoretical analysi.s will 
bring out the fact that Xw will depend to a certain 
extent on x, and that Xw may often he fairly close to 
Xm· 

'- ome possible causes of the onset of stage 2 type 
crystallization will now be considered. It is of 
i~lterest first to poin t out certain appal'enLly atLrac
tIve hypotheses that cannot explain the observed 
re ult . 

First, the onset of stage 2 in Lhe n=2 isotherms 
cannot be due to a l'lJ.pid depletion of nat surfaces 
on heLerogeneiLies that can act as sites for pseudo
homogeneous nucleation. This is demonstrated hv 
the fact Lhat stage 2 of an n=2 isotherm is quite 
similar to that found for the n = 1 seed crystal iso
therms at high X (fig. 5). Inasmuch a Lhe seed 
crystals all lead to nuclei horn at t= O in Lhe n = 1 
case, so that depletion of nuclei cannot he the cause 
of the onset of stage 2 in uch an isotherm, it follows 
that site-exhaustion ell'ects on heterogeneitie cannot 
be the cause the onset of stage 2 in the n = 2 iso
therms. The second hypothesis would be that the 
degree of crystallinity at the onset of stage 2 was 
the equilibrium degr ee of crysta,llini ty, but this is 
disproved hy the observation that Xm is always well 
below the maximum degree of crystallinity attained. 
It can thus he stated with certain ty that Xm is not 
to be explained in terms of the well-known equilih
riuJ? statistical-thermodynamical theory of crystalli
zatLOn due to Flory [15], where the limitation on the 
degree of crystallinity is basically a resul t of the 
exclusion of chain ends from the crystal. The 
name "pseudoeq uilibrium degree of crystallinity" 
is thus aptly applied to Xm. 

The prohable explanation of the onset of stage 2 
is found in the work of Lauritzen [16], who has 
analysed theoretically the retardations in a system 
of rods or disks that grow normal to the radius in 
terms of impingements. Lauritzen has rigorously 
solved the following problem relevant to the present 
work. Let no nuclei be present per unit volume at 
t= O, and assume these to be at random positions in 
space. Permit these nuclei, which all have radius 
r, to grow at a constant rate in a one-dimensional 



manner at random orientations until they impinge 
on another growing particle, and calculate the frac~ 
tion crystallized as a function of time. This calcu
lation should correspond reasonably closely to the 
n = 1 seed crystal case studied experimentally in 
this paper. 

The results of Lauritzen's calculations will be 
couched in terms of the behavior of Xw in eq (4) 
with increasing x. This will serve not only to pro
vide a certain theoretical justification for the use 
of the phenomenological relation, but will also bring 
out more clearly the true nature of the retardations, 
and the limitations of eq (4). 

The results of Lauritzen's calculations may be 
summarized as follows. The theoretical isotherm 
starts out in a manner quite similar to that calcu
lated by eq (4) with a Xw value that is well below 
unity. This initial value of Xw is denoted XW(.) , and 
has a theoretical value of 0.43 . In our view, this 
provides a theoretical justification for the use of 
eq (4) at relatively low X values, with Xw being con
sidered as a retardation parameter. As the degree 
of crystallinity increases, Xw tends to drop somewhat, 
but the retardation is still weak enough so that the 
crystallization may be regarded as being of an 
essentially superposable type. The crystallization 
finally comes to a virtual stop due to a massive 
number of impingements at a degree of crystallinity 
well below unity that may be identified with Xm. 
The value of Xw at the end of the impingement 
process is Xm. The value of Xm calculated on the 
impingement model depends on the scaling parameter 
nor 3 ; a large value of this parameter leads to a high 
Xm, and a small value leads to a low Xm. It is em
phasized that these resul ts refer to n = 1 class iso
therms. 

The theoretical calculations clearly demonstrate 
that Xw in eq (4) will vary somewhat with x, and is 
therefore best considered as a retardation parameter 
in the relatively early stages of the crystallization, 
rather than the pseudoequilibrium degree of crys
tallinity, a value it approaches only toward the 
latter part of stage 1. The experimental values 
quoted for Xw in table 2 should therefore be con
sidered as average values. The same is undoubtedly 
true of the Xw values for the n= 2 isotherms in table 
1. It is reasonable on theoretical grounds to expect 
Xw to be rather close to Xm in certain instances; this 
will especially tend to 1:>e the case where no? is such 
that Xm~Xw(I) ' The reader is referred to appendix 
9.1 for further details concerning impingement 
theory. 

The general type of behavior expected from the 
theoretical calculations is what is found for the 
experimental n = l isotherms, where xw~0.55. As 
mention ed in section 3.3, Xw falls slightly with in
creasing x. A rough estimate would be that XW(i) '" 
0.65 and Xm ~0.45. The value of X w (l) is higher than 
the theoretical value of 0.43, but this is probably 
mostly a result of the fact that all impingements are 
not effective in stopping growth as was assumed 
in the theory (see below). 

The impingement theory for rod-like objects born 
at later and later dates is mathematically formidable, 
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and has not been solved rigorously except for very 
low X, but there is good reason to believe that it 
will lead to a virtual cessation of the crystallization 
at moderate X values due to a massive degree of 
impingement. The value of Xw(l) in this type of 
system can, however, be estimated with some ac
curacy [16]. 

The impingement theory described above is based 
on the idea that a crystal stops growing when it 
touches another crystal. In many situations, such 
as when one crystal runs into another at essentially 
a right angle, this seems sufficiently realistic. In 
the case of certain types of "grazing" collisions the 
assumptions used may be too stringent, with the 
result that the predicted values of Xw(1) and Xm would 
be somewhat low. Nevertheless, impingement theory 
provides a convincing physical explanation for the 
behavior of the retardation parameter Xw, and the 
origin of the pseudo equilibrium degree of crystal
linity Xm. 

It is emphasized that the impingement model 
treated by Lauritzen is of a general enough nature 
to represent approximately a number of physically 
conceivable situations that could cause a crystallite 
to stop growing, at least at a normal pace, far short 
of its "equilibrium" length. For example, some of 
the crystallites may actually stop growing one
dimensionally because of chain entanglements aris
ing from situations where the same polymer molecule 
becomes involved in more than one growing crys
tallite. Such an entanglement might be considered 
as an impingement. In any event, it would appear 
for poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) that the mean crys
tallite length at the onset of stage 2, i.e., at Xm, is 
largely determined by kinetic factors having to do 
with how rapidly the rate of nucleation and growth 
causes the crystalli tes to suffer numerous impinge~ 
ments. It will emerge later that the mean radius is 
affected by similar considerations. The role of 
kinetics in influencing the dimensions of the crys
tallites in polymers crystallized by procedures of 
ordinary duration cannot be overlooked. 

It has been observed that the quasi-equilibrium 
melting point of the polymer, T'm' increases slightly 
as stage 2 progresses. An increase of melting point 
on prolonged storage has been noted for certain 
crystallizable polymers on a number of previous 
occasions, and has been employed as a basis for esti
mating T m [5]. The increase of T'm noted as stage 
2 progresses may be ascribed to either a gradual 
increase in radius or length of the rods, or both. 
Such increases could be a result of relaxation of 
impingements. Both types of process would tend to 
establish larger crystals more consistent with true 
equilibrium conditions. The gradual increase of 
crystallinity with time in stage 2 is probably mainly 
the result of such effects, and in addition, there may 
be a gradual injection of nuclei into the amorphous 
interstices between the impinged crystallites. 

There is an indication in figure 2 that the stage 2 
process is more rapid the higher the temperature. 
It would thus appear that some slow diffusion 
mechanism was the rate-determining step in the 
stage 2 process. 



In subsequent sections of this paper , the primary 
nucleation mechanism in a bulk polymer will be 
treated as taking place by a la teral accretion of seg
men ts belonging to variou polymer molecules to 
form a bundle-like nucleus. Thi nucleu i t hen 
assumed to grow both radially and lengthwise at 
varying rates. We r efer to such growth as "kinetic" 
growth, and to the resultant crys talli te as a "kin etic" 
one. The obj ect of the discussion immediately fol
lowing is to bring ou t the fact that the kin etic growth 
of such a primary nucleus can hardly evade encoun
tering some chain ends, wi th the result tha t the cor
r esponding kinetic crystal may contain some such 
obj ects, and thus be slightly less stable and less 
dense than the true equilibrium one. 

In the kinetic picture of the growth of a polym er 
crys tal from a bundle-like primary nucleus, chain 
ends are certain to appear on the grO\ving (end) face 
of the crys tal. The probabili ty of such an event will 
depend on the molecular weight. If these chain ends 
are large in both number and size, the one-dimen
sional growth may be seriously disrupted, at leas t 
locally. If on the other hand, the chain ends arc 
small , e.g. a -CF3 group , and their number not too 
great, then a somewhat disordered crystal con taining 
some chain ends may form ini tiall y. Other things 
being equal, such a crystal would have a slightly 
higher free energy than one containing no chain 
ends. I n a high molecular weigh t material contain
ing small chain ends, t he lineal growth process 
should no t be sel'iou ly disrup ted by the occasional 
inclusion of chain ends in the "kinetic" growth of the 
crystal. It should be pointed ou t tha t the equi
librium polymer crystal will con tain very few and 
perhaps no such chain ends. (Flory [1 5] has treated 
the equilibrium case with no chain ends in the 
crys tal in detail. ) The point here is that if t he 
"kinetic" cry tal does con tain some small chain 
ends- and we consider this probable in many 
cases- the crys tal will tend to seck its minimum 
free energy at a given temperature by allowing the 
chain ends to diffuse to the surface or end of the 
polymer crys tal. This would be an exceedingly 
slow process that had a posi tive tempera ture coeffi
cien t. This may be one of the mechanisms involved 
in tage 2. The slight increase of T' m on prolonged 
storage noted in stage 2 may thus be partly a result 
of the increased perfection of the crys tals, and a small 
par t of the increase of density may be due to the 
same effect. The mechanism mentioned would lead 
to a relief of internal strain in the polymer. How
ever, it is probable that t he main cause of t he 
increase if T'm on storage is the slow growth of 
crystallite size resultin O' from th e relaxat ion of im
pingemen ts and en tanglemen ts mentioned above. 

The m el ting point of a sample tha t ha been crys, 
tallized part way into stage 2 a t T2, wher e T2 i below 
Tm , is no t only low bu t broad as well. amples 01 
thi type correspond closely to the moderately crys, 
talline pecimens commonly encoun tered in practice. 
In such material, the broad melting curve is certainly 
principally a re ul t of the fairly wide distribution in 

the size of the crystallites in the system. A likely 
source of tIllS distribution would appear to be fluctua
tion of th e r adius about the mean value -, and 
similar iluctuations about the mean length /, that 
r esul t from in1pingemen t of the growing crys talli tes 
on one ano ther . The shape of the broad melting 
curve observed for this type of specimen is not to be 
interpreted in terms of the equilibrium theory of the 
melting of crys talline homopolymers. Any attempt 
at the precise applica tion of such a theory should be 
r eserved for polymer that has progressed considerably 
further into stage 2, i .e., much closer to an equilibrium 
condition. 

N one of the above in any way contradicts or r efu tes 
the concept that a crystalline polymer po sesses an 
equilibrium degree of crys tallinity or an equilibrium 
melting temperature, the latter being defined as the 
melting point of the larges t and most perfect un
strained crystal a ttainable [5] . However , it does 
illuminate some of the fac tors that impede the a ttain
ment of an equilibrium degree of crys tallinity, and 
the measurement of the shape of the equilibrium 
melting curve b elow T m ' 

I t is of in teres t to no te where the onset of stage 2 
takes place with respect to a V- Tplot for poly (chloro
trifiuoroethylene). The approximate demarcation 
line between stage 1 and stage 2 for the n = 2 iso
therms is indicated in figure 6. The demarcation was 
ob tained by drawing a straigh t line through the main 
part of stage 1 and stage 2 portions of each i otherm 
plotted as II versus log t, and noting the point of in
tersection. On a degree of crystallinity calc, such 
an in tersection corresponds to Xm. The V- l' data for 
the pure super cooled liquid, glassy, liquid, and crys
talline sLates shown in the diagram arc those ob tained 
in a previous study [2]. 

Two interesting points arc eviden t in figure 6. 
First, stage 1 accounts for a larger amoun t of the 
volume change (and percentage cry tallization) near 
Tm than i t does at somewhat lower tempera tures. 
(This means that Xm tends to increase with increasing 
T2, as may b e seen in table 1 and figure 2) . The 
second point involves the nature of " quenched" sam
ples. A specific volume curve for a " quenched" sam
ple "",,2 mm thick taken from earlier work [2] is 
denoted in th e diagram by the line ***. This is seen 
to be simply a con tinuation of the junction between 
stage 1 and stage 2. Such a " quenched" specimen is 
one that has traversed mos t of stage 1, but little if 
any of stage 2, thereby achieving th e appropriate 
pseudoequilibr ium degree of crystallini ty while i t was 
being rapidly cooled. H ence, th e extreme sluggishness 
of the stage 2 mechanism, together with its rather 
abrupt onset, accounts for the strong similari ty in the 
specific volume da ta a t room temperature obtained 
for " quenched" sheets of this polymer even though 
they ranged from 1 to 3 mm thick and were subjected 
to quenching procedures of varying efficiency [2, 17]. 
Extremely rapid quenching, such as is possible with 
very thin sheets, can cause the material to become 
practically completely amorphous (see section 6.4) . 

Stage 2 isotherms similar to the ones shown in 
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FIGU RE 6. Specific-Volume- T emperature diagram showing 
the locus of the transition between stage 1 and stage 2. 
The line~indicates the specific volume obtained fora "quenched" specimen 

~2 mm thick. Extremely rapid quenching of suffi ciently thin films yields 
material with a specific volume that is much closer to the supercooled liquid or 
glassy state Cmve. 

figure 2 can be obtained for poly(chlorotrifluoroethy
lene) by first quenching specimens ",2 mm thick 
from 305° to 0° C, reheating to the appropriate T2 
value, and then making the run in the usual way. 
The quenching step carries the polymer through 
stage l. 

The stage 2 mechanism should not be confused 
with the slow and small decrease of specific volume 
at constant temperature that can take place in 
completely amorphous materials in th e immediate 
vicinity of the glass transformation temperature, 
T g , even if a similar " logarithmic" law is followed in 
the two cases. The small decrease of specific vol
ume with time in amorphous ma terials near the nom
inal value of T g is basically a result of the fact that T g, 
as ordinarily dealt with, depends on the rate of meas
urement. Such isothermal volume changes are not 
found in the supercooled liquid state of completely 
amorphous systems if the temperature is much 
above or below T g. The stage 2 mechanism in 
poly (chloro trifiuoroethylene) is principally due to 
an increase in the degree of crystallinity, and not to 
some "compacting" of the segments that takes 
place with the passage of time solely in th e super
cooled liquid state. This is shown by two facts: (a) 
the volume change in stage 2 is much too large to 
b e reasonably accounted for by a change in the 
supercooled liquid state (in some cases the stage 2 
process carries th e crystallization from x~0.4 to 
x~0 . 80) and (b) the volume change in question 
takes place at temperatures far above T g= 52° C. 

Another point of interest in this and other con
nections is that To is essentially invariant with X 

-- -----

between x~0.4 and x~0.8 [2], showing that the 
structure of much of the supercooled liquid state 
does not undergo any serious change as stage 2 
progresses. This indicates that any diffuseness in I 
the degree of crystallinity scale resulting from 
changes in the supercooled liquid state with increas- I 
ing crystallization must be rather small if not 1 

negligible. The nature of the amorphous material 
between the crystallites at low X values may be 
sligh tly different than it is at x~O.4, where some 
of the molecules are in a strained state. Thus, To 
may be somewhat lower than 52° C in the range 
O< x< O.4 However, the dcnsity difference between 
amorphous material in the two ranges of X mentioned 
can hardly be very great, as is evidenced by the fact 
that the specific volume of the pure glass or super
cooled liquid obtained by analysis of two "impinged" 
semicrystalline samples where x = 0.39 and x = 0.82 
[2] was not only reasonable, but also fully in con
sonance with the specific volumes obtained on ex
tremely thin films that had been strongly quenched 
to a practically amorphous condition. This provides 
strong ~v~dence for the approximate validi ty of the 
crystallImty scale over the entire range of use. In 
any event, most of the essential results quoted in 
this paper arc relatively insensitive to the absolute 
l;rystallinity scale, and even those that do depend 
on it, such as Xm, are almost certainly not suhstan
tially in error. 
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5. Theory 

5.1. Homogeneous Nucleation Rate 

Using the Eyring theory of absolute reaction rates 
[18], Turnbull and Fisher [19] have shown that the 
steady-state rate of homogeneous or primary nucle
ation I , in a condensed system may be expressed in 
the form 

I NkT - IlF;/kT -1l1>' /kT =--r;:- e e P , (6) 

where .6.F: is the free energy of activation for trans
port of molecules a short distance to the surface of 
the embryo or nucleus, .6.(p; the free energy of forma
tion of a nucleus of critical size, k is Boltzmann's 
constant, N is Avogadro's number, and T the ab
solute temperature. The quantity J = (k T/h)exp 
(- .6..F~ /kT) may be regarded as the jump rate of the 
elementary transport process at the supercooled
liquid- nucleus interface. The free energy of activa
tion describing this jump rate may be divided into 
its entropy and enthalpy of activation parts in the 
usual way giving 

The objective of this section is to calculate .6.cf>; for 
a linear homopolymer in an appropriate manner, and 
to indicate certain restrictions that may apply to 
this quantity. Two types of nuclei relevant to th e 



problem of homogeneous nucleation in lineal' homo~ 
polymers will b e considered in de tail. The firs t of 
these deals with a cylindrical nucleu of radiu l ' and 
length t, where there is no re tl'iction on either l' or I. 
The theory given for thi model will prove to apply 
between Te, and Tm, where Te is not too far below T m. 
The temperature interval Tc< T < Tm is called region 
A. The second model deals with a cylindrical nucleus 
of fixed length 10 and variable radius r. The theory 
given for thi case is applicable between Tee< T< Te, 

where Tee is a temperature estimated to be well 
below Tm. This temperature interval is denoted 
region B. Finally, brief mention is made of the 
properties of a nucleus of fixed length 10, and a 
radius of molecular dimensions, 1'0' This model 
applies below T eCl region C. The derivations are 
given in somewhat more detail than is customary in 
order to clearly bring out the nature of the approxi
mations used. In particular, consideration is given 
to the possible effect of edges, and to the relative 
importance of the two surface free energies 
encountered. 

Region A: no restriction on length or radius oj nucleus 
VI e choose as our model for the calcula tion of t.cp; a 

cylindrical nucleus of length land radius r, where the 
polymer molecules are assumed to be normal to the 
radius (see figure 7a and 7b). The chain molecules 
are assumed to be normal to the radiu because this 
is the most reasonable manner for a bundle-like 
nucleus to form spontaneously from an array of linear 
molecules. In constructing the nucleus in this man-
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FIGURE 7. JjlIodels of the primary and secondary nuclei. 
(a) Schematic diagram showing orientation of polymcr chains in primary 

(homogeneons) nucleus. 
(h) Model of primary nucleus of radi us r and length 1 (rcgion A) or 10 (region B). 
(c) Model of secondary (growth) nucleus of radius p and length AO on end 

surface of crystallite of radius 'Y. 
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ner for a bulk phase, we follow the general ideas used 
by previous workers [5,6]. We have deliberately not 
proposed a nucleus involving folding of a single chain 
back on itself forming a loop , since the formation of 
such a nucleu i in our estimate very likely ener
getically less favored for a bulk phase than the type 
proposed; nuclei involving folding of chains would 
seem more appropriate for the case of extremely 
dilute solution where only segments of a single 
polymer chain are apt to be involved in the primary 
nucleation event. An analysis of the properties of 
nuclei that start with chain folding will be given in a 
subsequent publication. 

Oertain energy quantities are needed to describe 
the work required to form a cylindrical nucleus. The 
surface free energy on the lateral surface of the nu
cleus is 0'" and the surface free energy on the end is 
denoted O'e. 6 The quantity t.j is defined as the bulk 
free energy of fusion of crystal per unit volume. 
(O's and O'e are in erg em- 2 , and t.j is in erg em-a) . 
Further, we define a quantity e as the circumferential 
residual edge free energy, expressed in erg cm- I . 

Although e will prove not to playa significant role in 
the particular data to be analysed, circumstances 
may conceivably arise where the effect of e will be
come noticeable. The consideration of effects arising 
from the edge phase is theoretically justified, since 
in a system consisting of an aggregate of linear 
chains, it is simply not possible to constru ct a nucleus 
of the required type that contains no edge, or a con
tour that acts like an edge. Note especially that e, 
as defined here, is not the work required to build 1 
cm of edge phase, 6'; bu t i instead a residual quan
tity that depends on certain differences that would 
reflect any unusually large values of t' (or li113).6 
The residual edge free energy is thus introduced in a 
manner that does not complicate the customary 
definitions of either O' s or 0'" and which permits it 
to be ignored under many circumstances. 

For the above model, the free energy of formation 
of the nucleus from the supercooled mother phase is 

t.CPP = 27l'TtO's + 27l'T20'e + 47l'1' e - 7l'1'2/!1f. (8) 

The free energy of activation at the saddle point in 
the free energy surface described by eq ( ) is ob
tained by setting the partial derivatives (ot.cpp/br)1 
and (ot.CPp!O/)T equal to zero. In this manner there 
is obtained 

(9) 

• DeOnitions o( U" U" and 'E are as follOWS. Let W, be the work required to 
isothermally draw a segment of length 10 from the center of the crystal to the 
lateral surface, and let d be"the lattice side·spacing. Then u,=tV, /l,d. If W, is 
the work required to move a segment from the center to the middle of the end of 
nUCleus, thenu.=W,/d'. Define W , as the work reqmred to Isothermally draw a 
segment from the center of the crystal to the site of tbe edge pbase. Then E, as 
treated here, is approxi mately (W,- W,~ W,)/d.. (ThlspartlCular express~on holds 
exactly only for a parallelipiped. but IS suffiCient to mdlcate the meanmg of E). 
W', and W, are both large, and W, is small. so that E will be a very small residual. 
A definition of the edge free energy rff (as opposed to tbe residual edge free energy E) 
involving only lV., could be given. but its use would have required a re·definition 
of the lateral surface area, as well as other complications, aud we bave choscn not 
to use it. 
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for the critical radius, and 

/ *= 4<T' + 2€ (10) 
D.j <Ts 

for the cri tical length of the primary nucleus. In
selting eq (9) and (10) into (8), i t is found tha t 

D."* 87r<T/( <Te+ €D.f/<Ts) (11 ) 
'¥p IlF 

The value of D.j in a system with a glass transition 
has been shown [7] to be accurately described by the 
relation 

(12) 

where Tm is the equilibrium melting temperature, 
D.hr the hea t of fusion at Tm in erg cm- 3, and D.T the 
number of degrees the material is supercooled , 
Tm- T . The usual expression employed in this con
nection lacks that extra fac tor T / T m, which arises 
from a detailed consideration of the fact that the 
heat of crystallization must drop below the value 
D.hr as the degree of supercooling is increased. Com
bination of eq (12) with eq (11 ) yields the resul t 

(13) 

The question now arises concerning the relative 
importance of the terms €D.j / <Ts and <Te in eq (1 3) . 
T his problem can readily be resolved by noting tha t 

(14) 

where d is the distance between the chains in the 
crystal (see foo tno te 6). Thus, eq (13) may be 
written in the form D.</>~= 87rTm4<Ts2 (Je [1 + 0 (dD.j/ (Js)]/ 
[D.h/ T 2D.T2]. Noting that D.hr is about 109 erg cm- 3 

for many polymers, and taking d= 5 X I0- 8 cm and 
0'.= 10 erg cm- 2 , both reason able values, it is readily 
determined tha t the term dD.j/ <Ts comes to approxi
mately D.T/ I00 , which will be negligible compared 
to unity if D.T is small. Thus, the term containing 
€ in eq (1 3) will be unimportan t near the melting 
point, but could have an effect a t a moderate degree 
of supercooling. However , as will be demonstrated 
shortly, it is probable that even for moderate super
cooling a restriction on I will have already entered, 
causing D.</>~ to take on an entirely different form. 
Thus, in the tempera ture range where l' and I may 
b e regarded as uurestricted , the expression 

(15) 

gives the free energy of the activa tcd state of the 
primary nucleus to an accep table approxima tion. 
This resul t differs sligh tly from that usually given 
for the same case [6], becausc we have herc used eq 
(12) for Ilj, rather than the less precisc expression 
D.j~ D.hrD.T/Tm. 
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Equation (15) may be expressed in the form 
D.r:/>;=v*D.f/2 where v*, the volume of the nucleus in 
the activated state, is 167r<Ts2<Te/D. f3 . 

At this point it is convenien t to comment on the 
anticipated magnitude and behavior of <Ts and <Te' 
The lateral surface free energy, <T8 , should be distinctly 
larger than <Te for a model where the polymer chains 
are perpendicular to the radius of the nucleus as 
indicated in figure 7a. The external environment of 
the chains on the la teral surface will be that of 
segments of other molecules in a disordered super
cooled liquid phase, while the in ternal environment 
will be similar to that of a nonpolymeric molecular 
crystal possessing a relatively high degree of order. 
Thus, it is to be anticipated that <Ts will have a rela
tively normal value, corresponding roughly to that 
of a nonpolymeric molecular crystal of t he same 
chemical type. R easonable valucs of (J s would thus 
ordinarily lie in the range 5 to 50 erg cm- 2• On the 
other hand, as the environmen t of the segmen ts is 
traccd along the I direction from the crys tal propel' 
out through the end, only a relatively small decrease 
in order will be no ticed . The result is that we must 
commonly an ticipate the condition <Ts> > <Te. How
evcr , it is physically impossible for <Te to be iden tical 
to zero , since this would imply that ther e was no 
diffcrence in free energy between the end of the 
nucleus and the chains adj acent to it . A molecular 
theory of <Te would very likely have to take into 
account chain stiffness. Another point concerning 
the surface free energies is that thcy may actually 
be sligh tly temperature dependent. 1£ the . cryst al
linc sta te tends to becomc disordered with rising 
temperaturc , a sligh t concommitan t decrease of <T 
is to be expected, but an analysis carried out in the 
customary way assuminf!: that <T is constant should 
still be qui te accurate. The intervention of a first
order crystal-crystal phase transition below Tm , 

would, of course, demand special treatment. 
The rate of homogeneous nucleation, that applies I 

in region A, where there is no restriction on l' or I , 
may be obtained by substituting eq (15 ) into eq 
(7). Thus, 

I NkT I1S' /R -Mi' /R T -8"T 4.- 2.- /l1h .2T 211T 2kT A=-------==- e P -'e P e m 8 e ) 

hlVlV I 
(1 6) 

where f A is in nuclei sec- 1 cm- 3• In :this expression 
VI is thc specifi c volume of the supercooled liquid, 
and M the molecular weight of the crystallizing 
segment. D.S; is expressed in cal mole - 1 deg -1, 

and MI~ in cal mole - 1. For this model, 1'* is 
2 <Ts/D. f, and to a sufficien t approximation , 1* is 
4<Te/D.f. Observe that the nuclea tion term is of the 
form exp (- a/ T 3D.T2), where a is a constant. An 
es timate of Tc will be given below. 

R egion B,' length restri cted to to, radius unrestricted 7 

The calculation of D.ct>; for the case wher e there is 
7 T he authors are indebted to Dr. D . T urnbull and Dr. F. P. Price of t he 

General E lectri c R esearch Laboratory for suggesting tbe use of this model in 
the present application , and for pointing out certain features of the derivation 
given for 1l~ * . 



a physical restriction on the length of the nucleus, 
so that it is a constant, will now be considered. 
Before proceeding, it will be indicated why con idera
tion of such a mod el is deemed nece arv for a linear 
polymer. 'The cl'iticallength of the nucleus with vari
able rand t i , to the approximation indicated above, 
given by 4(J",/t::..f. As a res ult, t * will decrease approxi
mately as l /t::..T as the cry tallization temperature is 
lowered. Now the smallest conceivable length that 
could be incorporated into a nucleus in an elementary 
process would be ca. 2.5 X I0- 8 cm, which corresponds 

C /"" I to the C C repeat distance in the zig-zag poly-
mer chain. Alternatively, the unit of crystallization 
may be larger, and contain a number of such units. 
Either way, a certain irreducible nucleus length, 10, 
is certain to exist. At a temperature Te, correspond
ing to a degree of supercooling t::..Te, t*will have fallen 
to a value of 10. It is found using eq (10) and (12) 
that 

'T 4(J"eTm 
L.! "'--

e= t::..h//o I 
(17) 

to a sufficient approximation. At greater degrees of 
supercooling, eq (15) will no longer be valid, and a 
revised theory that takes into account the fixed 
length, 10, must be used. An example ,·"ill serve to 
show that Te may be close to Tm. Taking 10= lO X 10- 8 

cm, Tm= 500° K , (J"e= 0.5 erg cm- 2 and t::..h/= 109 erg 
cm- 3, t::..Te is found to be about 10° C. The transi
tion between regions A and B will , of course, not be 
completely abrupt. 

Consider now the calculation of the free energy of 
formation of a nucleus with fL"X ed length and unre
stricted radius. Let the length of the nucleus be 1.1, 
and let CJs and CJe have the same significance as before. 
(The residual edge free energy €, as defined for the 
mod el with unrestricted rand t, may be ignored. ) 
The free energy of formation i 

t::..rpv= 27rr/o(J"s+ 27rr2CJ,-7rr2/o t::..j, (IS) 

from which it is determined by etting dt::..rpv/dr= O 
that 

r * /o(J"s 
lot::..j- 2(J"; (19) 

This leads to 
t::..¢; 7r (Io(J" s) 2 

1ot::..i- 2(J"; 
(20) 

If (J"e is as small as anticipated,lot::..j will generally 
considerably exceed 2(J"" especially at the degree of 
supercooling that corresponds to crystallization tem
peratures below Te. (The minimum value of Iot::..j in 
region B, which is just at Te, is 4(J",). Thus, at tem
peratures ranging from a little below Te to consider
ably lower temperatures, eq (20) may be approxi
mated as t::..rp; r-J7r/oCJ//t::..j, which, on combination 
with eq (12), yields 

t::.."'* '" 7rTm2Io CJ s2 . (21 ) 
'l-'p = t::..h/Tt::..T 
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To the approximation indicated, r* is given by 
CJs/t::..j. Except for the extra factor Tm/T, eq (21 ) is 
the same as that derived by Kahle and Stuart [20], 
who arbitrarily assumed that O"e was zero. 

H hould be remarked that eq (21) in no way im
plie that O"e is actually zero, but only that it is 
small compared to fo t::..j. There is no fundamental 
objection from either a theoretical or experimental 
tandpoint to the proposition that O"e may be con

siderably less than either o"s or /o t::..j.8 
The rate. of homog neous nucleation in region B is 

given by 
I B= NkT eM;/R e-tlII; /RT e-".Tm2(rfT.2/flh/l'tlTkT (22) 

hMVI 

where I is again expressed in nuclei sec-1 cm- 3• H ere 
]111 is the molecular weight of a segmen t of length 10. 
An estimate of Tee will be given subsequently. 

From an experim.ental standpoin t, the importan t 
di.ITerence between eqs (16) and (22) is that when 
the length is unrestricted, the nucleation term is 
of the form exp[-a/T 3t::..T2], whereas it is of the 
form e}..1l[-(3jT 2t::..T ] when Lhe length of the nucleus 
is /0. This differen ce can lead to an e}..ll erimental 
decision between eqs (16) and (22) . In these 
expressions the con tan ts arc a= S7rO"s2 CJeTm4/t::..h/k 
and {3 = 7r/oO"s2 Tm2/t::..h/k . 

Region 0: length restricted to 10, and radius Te tricted 
to molecular dimensions 

In region B it will be observed that the radius 
dim.ini hes with lowering temperature as O"slt::..j, or 
approxima tely as l /t::..T. Eventually, then, 1'* will 
shrink to molecular dimensions, just as /* did at Te • 

We have (somewhat arbitrarily) chosen a nucleus 
that contains seven polymer chain , i.e., one with 
six "surface" segments ancl one "in terior" segment, 
as the smallest that may reasonably be treated as 
belonging to region B. If the radius of such a 
nucleus i denoted To, it is readily found that the 
degree of supercooling corresponding to the lower 
limit of region B , t::..Tee , is given to a fair approxima
tion by 

t::..T ~ O"sTm. 
ee- :J.h/To 

(23) 

Thus, the calculations given previously for region 
B apply between the temperatures Te and Tee, cor
responding to degrees of supercooling of t::..Te and 

, Tbe view bas been expressed t hat primary polymer nuclci will always have 
a free energy of fornlation of 87r T m2'Y2Ye/f).h u2LlT2 (analogous to our 87ru. 2u ,/l:l.J2 
witb tbe approximate form tlf~tlkftl T/Tm), and this has led to the assertiolt that 
a primary polymer nucleus witb fi xed length is of an oxtremely arbitrary char· 
aeter. The origin of this view appears to be tho belief th at oxpresslOns of the 
form of eq (21) can be derived only on tbe basis ... :=0. A val ue ... :=0 would tend 
to imply that the parameter 'Y.=RTlnD in Flory's theory [15, 2lJ was identical 
to zero, and this is generally conceded to be impossible. One of t he physical 
reasons for believing "18>0 is very similar to the argument we have given for 
.. . > 0. In any event, t he derivation of eq (2 l), which involves a nu cleus of fixed 
length, in no way implies t hat (T . is zero, but only that it is small compared to 
t o!!.!. 'l' bus, neither eqs (20) or (2 l) stand in contradiction to Flory's theory in 
tbis respect, and tbe concept that a primary nucleus may have fi xed leugth in 
the appl"opriate temperature interval is in no way arbitrary. We have left out 
of consideration the possibility that "Y. ,whieh is the free energy offormatwl1 of tbe 
end of an equilibrium-sized crystallite with a cross-seetion of p cbains, may not 
be precisely t he same as tbe free energy of [ormation of tbe end of a primary 
n ucleus of the same cross secLiolt. 
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ATce , respectively. At temperatures below Tee, 
region C-type nucleation will prevail. 

A rough estimate of ATee may be obtained by 
setting Tm= 500° K, <Ts=10 erg cm- 2, Ahr= 109 
erg cm- 3, and 1'0= 7.5 X 10-8 cm, the latter corre
sponding to a polymer crystal with seven segments, 
each 5 A in diameter. In this case, ATee~67° C. 
The estimates of T e and Tee given imply that type B 
homogeneous nucleation should frequently appear in 
the temperature range commonly accessible to 
crystallization studies in polymers. 

We turn now to a qualitative discussion of the 
nature of homogeneous nucleation in region C. It 
is necessary to emphasize the fact that unlike /0, 
To is not to be considered as an "irreducible" value. 
The quantity TO simply denotes the approximate 
radius of the nucleus of critical size at the onset of 
region C. Actually, an important characteristic of 
region C-type nucleation is that as the temperature 
is lowered further and further below T ee , nuclei with 
radii smaller than TO will tend to form. Eventually, 
critical-sized nuclei that contain five, four, or even 
three segments of length /0 must be expected. It 
will be noticed that the smaller of the region C-type 
nuclei cannot possibly contain a central molecule, 
and may therefore be regarded, at least in a certain 
sense, as partaking mainly of the nature of surface 
states. The " radius" of such small nuclei is, of 
course, ill-defmed. 

An important characteristic of region C is that the 
rate of nucleation in this region, Ie, will be more 
rapid than would be expected from an extrapolation 
from region B. The excess primary nucleation rate 
in region C is a result of small embryos present in 
the liquid state that are converted to small nuclei 
when the liquid is cooled near or below T ee. This 
effect will lead to an enhanced crystallization rate 
in region C, and deserves brief discussion. At any 
temperature Tl in the liquid state, the free energy 
of formation of an embryo always increases as its 
size increases, in contrast to the case of embryos in 
a supercooled liquid where the free energy of forma
tion goes through a maximum so that the embryos 
can become nuclei, and finally stable crystallites . 
Nevertheless, numerous small embryos (triads, 
tetrads, etc.) will exist in the superheated liquid 
above Tm , and the population of such nuclei can 
be estimated by straightforward methods. (In 
the expressions for Arj>, AT simply changes sign above 
T m.) N ow when a specimen is rapidly cooled from 
a superheating temperature Tl to a temperature 
1'2 in the supercooled s tate, these small embryos 
will persist. Those that are already the size of nu
clei stable at T2 will in fact represent a source of 
growth centers at t= O, and those that are subcritical 
in size will provide a ready source of critical-sized 
nuclei after some growth. The effect of the presence 
of such embryos will be negligible in region B since 
the nuclei necessary here arc sensibly larger than 
the embryos carried down from T1• N ear and below 
T ee, however, our calculations indicate that the 
effect of such embryos will considerably enhance 
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the rate of nucleation. The injection of these em
bryos will lead to rapid crystallization in the upper 
part of region C. This ph enomenon is aptly de
scribed as a "nucleative collapse" of the supercooled 
liquid state. The authors express the opinion that 
this phenomenon may sometimes be the underlying 
cause of the difficulty commonly encountered in 
preparing amorphous samples of certain crystalliza
able polymers by anything but the most rapid 
quenching. At temperatures sufficiently far below 
T ee, the rate of nucleation will have a positive 
temperature coefficient, since here the principal 
deterrent to the growth of the small embryos will 
be the jump rate at the supercooled-liquid- nucleus 
interface. The transition b etween region Band C 
will almost certainly not be completely abrupt. 

Finally, it is pointed out that the heat of crystal
lization, All" in region C will be considerably small er 
than it is near the melting point as a result of the 
fact that this quantity must fall below Ahr in a glass
forming system [7]. 

A schematic diagram showing the general type of 
behavior exhibited by the radius and length of the 
critical-sized primary nucleus in regions A, Band C 
is shown in figure 8. The dashed lines on the /* 
curve in region A indicate the temperature range 
where effects due to the discrete character of the 
crystallizing segments of length 10 may be expected. 
The dashed line in region A on the r* curve denotes 
the range where the transition from r* = <Ts/Aj to 
T* = 2<Ts/Af is not actually smooth as a result of the 
"quantized" nature of lin the same region. Details 
of this part of region A have not been given in this 
paper. The dashed line in the r* curve in region C 
is intended to denote the "radius" of the various 
types of nuclei that will form in that region. The 
fundamental reason T ee is well below T e is that 
<T. is considerably greater than <T. , with the result 
that /* reaches molecular dimensions prior to 1'*. 

In the case where <T. is larger than we had pre
viously envisioned, and takes on a value where <T. 
is close to l o<Ts/2ro, region B would be entirely absent. 
Then the system would exhibit type A primary 
nucleation down to a transition temperature where 
the type C initiation would prevail . While such an 
effect is certainly theoretically possible, it is believed 
that <T. will rarely be so large as to completely 
eliminate region B. 

5.2. Jump Rate at Supercooled-Liquid- Nucleus 
Interface 

Before proceeding to calculate G(T) and Z2(T ) , 
comment on the validity in the present application 
of the jump rate at the liquid-nucleus interface, 
J = (kT/h) exp (AS;/k - M-I;/kT), that appears in 
eq (6) and (7), seems appropriate. In the theoretical 
development of Turnbull and Fisher, it was explicitly 
pointed out that this jump rate referred to short
range diffusion of atoms or molecules over a distance 
on the order of magnitude of a few Angstrom units. 
It will be noted that the form of the jump rate 
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employed by Turnbull and Fisher is the same as 
that commonly written for the diffusion of an atom 
or molecule from one site to another in a crystal. In 
adopting t hi form of J in the present application, 
it is thus implicity assumed that t he jump r ate of 
polymer segments at the interface i of a crystal-like 
character. Although little i actually Imown of the 
elementary interfacial transport process for either 
ordinary or polymeric crystals, this appcars to be 
a reasonable approach . If the crystal-like approach 
is correct for a polymer , it is to be expected , at least 
over a short temperature range, that t.S ~ and 6.H; 
will behave as if they arc independent of temperature. 

It is of interes t to indicate in the case of a polymer 
what t he approximate form of the jump rate would 
be if the viscosity of the supercooled liquid phase 
controlled the interfacial transport process. Accord
ing to the simplified but useful approach mentioned 
by Fox, Gratch, and Loeshak [22], the segmental 
jump rate in a supercooled linear polymer may be 
r epresented as J I= JOP ,PE, where Jo is a frequency 
factor, P, the probability that a segment has sufficient 
free volume to jump, and PE the probability that the 
segment has sufficient energy to jump. If we use 
the fractional free volume as defined by Doolittle 
[23], we may write P,= exp [- VO/ (V 1- Vo)], where 
V o is the specific volume of the glassy state at 0° K} 

, trictly speaking, the v:, used by Dooli ttle is callcd the " occupied volume", 
and is defined as the limiting vol ume to which a real liq uid will contract if it were 
t o continue to behave as a nona5sociated liq uid without change of phase all t be 
way to 00 K . 
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and VI the specific volume of t he supercooled liq uid 
or glassy state. P E m ay be writtcn in the customary 
form exp[- E*/RT] where E* is a heat of activation 
[22] . Thus, J 1 may be \vritten as J o exp[- Vo/( 17/-
V o)]exp[- E */RT]. B y making u e of the remark
able viscosity expression discovered by Williams, 
Landel, and l?erry [24], which hold from To to T o+ 
100°, together with t Il e concept that 1/ = const. /J ,.E 
[22], where 1/ is the macroscopic visco ity, it is easy 
to sbow that P, may be cast in the form exp[ - 4.12X 
103/R (51.6 + T - T g)]. Tg is t he glas transforma
t ion temperature. (The constant 4.12 X I03 is prc
sumably in calories per mole of kinetic segment.) 
Thus, near and above T g , J 1cx:.JO exp[- 4.12 X 103/ 
R (5 1.6+ T - Tg)] exp[- E*/RT]. E* is a specific 
property of a given polymer , but the main term, 
P" contains constants that apply generally to 
glass-formin g systems.10 The important poin t here 
is that the supercooled liquid jump rate is extremely 
temperature dependent, and becomes very small 
near and below T g. This is illustrated by th e fact 
that the overall apparent activat ion energy of the 
jump rate calculated as E *apl!=. RolnJdo (J /T ) is 
4.12X 103T 2/(51.6 + T - T g)2+ E* , a quantity that 
becomes markedly gr eater a T diminishes. This is 
in shu,l'p contrast to t he behavior anticipated for the 
crystal-like mod el, wbich treats 6.II~ as a constant. 
If data indicated t hat J I should be used in eq (6) and 
(7) instead of J , the implication would be that the 
segmental jump rate in t he liquid played an impor
tant role in determining the effective jump rate at 
t be interface. It is empha ized that the expression 
given for J l is highly approximate. 

The particular form of t he jump rate used in eq 
(6) and (7) is actually fairly unimportant in the 
r egion where th e temperature coeHicient of the 
rate of crystallization is strongly negative, i.e., 
where th e effect of a nucleation teTm such as exp 
(- (3/T 2t.T) or exp ( -c4T 3t.T2) is dominant. At 
some lower temperature, t he jump rate term finally 
overwhelms th e nucleation term, and causes the 
temperature coefftcient of the rate of nucleation to 
swin g trongly positive. It is in t his low-tempera
ture region that t he jump rate essentially controls 
th e rate of crys tallization, and where it would be 
important to know its precise form. For the present, 
it is assumed that the expression based on the 
crystal-like model of the interface, J = (kT/h)exp 
(6.S~/k-Ml~/kT), is adequate in the temperature 
interval where the temperature coefficient of t he 
crystallization is negative. 

5.3. Lineal Growth Rate 

The original conception of two-dimensional surface 
nucleat ion is due to J . Willard Gibbs. Problems 
in this category were treated in some detail by 
Volmer [25], who specifically po tulated that crystal 

10 Tbe constants in the Williams, Landel, and Ferry equation were derived 
empiricall y on t he assumption that E += O. An expression tbat applied even 
above T .+IOOo might be obtained by using otber val ues of E +. Tbis would 
probably require a slight revision of the constants in tbe Williams, Lande! and 
Ferry ex pression for ~1~Tr. T he au thors gratefully acknowledge a private com· 
munication from Professor Ferry on tbis subject. 



growth in low molecular weight materials was a 
result of surface nucleation. The rate at which the 
crystallites grow along the / direction in the present 
case will be treated from this standpoint, and ample 
evidence given subsequently to substantiate this 
approach. For the sake of clarity, greek symbols 
are used to denote the radius and length of the 
growth nucleus. 

The critical-sized primary nucleus discussed in 
previous sections is subject to two types of growth: 
radial, and that which takes place along the 1 
direction. It is clear from the seed crystal experi
ments with n= 1 that the growth process is one
dimensional, and must therefore refer to that which 
takes place in the 1 direction. If the major part 
of the crystallinity had been introduced into the 
system by radial growth of disk-like objects, then 
a "seed crystal" experiment would have yielded n = 2 
rather than n = 1. Two other facts are now intro
duced. The first is that the free energy surface is 
such that an increase of I, no matter how great, 
will not lead to an increase of stability of a primary 
nucleus if it has a radius of r*. Thus we know that 
the actual growth center formed from the primary 
nucleus of critical size has a radius ' that must be 
larger than r*. A more detailed theoretical analysis 
indicates that r must be at least several times 
larger than r*. The second fact is that X-ray 
results, to be introduced later, suggest that r is 
probably within a factor of two of a hundred A. The 
conclusion that may be drawn from the above i;; as 
follows. Once the critical size of the primary 
nucleus is attained, radial growth up to a mean 
radius r, where r is considE'rably greater than r*, 
takes place in a time that is extremely short compared 
to the generation time T of the critical-sized primary 
nucleus. 'rhus, the actual homogeneously formed 
nucleation center that is effective in the system has 
a radius -, and a length 1* or /0, the latter depending 
on whether the primary nucleation takes place in 
region A or B. The cessation of the rapid radial 
growth (which is almost certainly nucleation con
trolled) may be regarded as being a result of edge
wise impingements or volume strain. Calculations 
from impingement theory [16) render it highly likely 
that edgewise impingements of thin disks will be 
relatively effective even at a very low degree of trans
formation; only an insignificant amount of crystal
lization will result from the edgewise growth of 
sufficiently thin disks. It is emphasized that the 
rate-determining step in the formation of the actual 
nucleation center of radius r is the formation of the 
critical-sized nucleus of radius r*. The n = 2 
isotherms are a result of the formation of growth 
centers of radius r and length 1* or 10 at uniformly 
later and later dates, and the subsequent one
dimensional growth at a rate G in the 1 direction. 

As indicated above, the rapid growth of the pri
mary nucleus in the radial direction, Gr = dr/dt, is 
almost certainly nucl eation controlled. Its rapidity 
suggests that the secondary radial growth nucleus is 
comparatively easy to form in the temperature range 
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of interest here. At sufficiently high temperatures, 
Gr could become slow enough to fall in the measur
able range. No more need be said of Gr for the 
present, since it does not directly lead to detectable 
amounts of crystallization in the particular case 
that we will consider. 

Consideration will now be given to a simple model 
that describes G= dl/dt, the rate of growth in the / 
direction . It is assumed that a secondary or growth 
nucleus of radius p and a fixed length Ao forms on 
the end of the crystallite as shown in figure 7(c), 
and that this is the rate-determining step in the 
lineal growth rate. As soon as the growth nucleus 
is formed, the layer of length Ao is quickly completed 
by radial growth on the face of the crystallite. The 
lineal growth process then continues through the 
formation of a new growth nucleus. The fix:ed 
length Ao is, of course, numerically identical to the to 
used in the discussion of homogeneous nucleation, 
but this identity will not be employed for the time 
being. 

The free energy of formation of the growth nucleus 
IS 

t:..¢u= 21f'pAoCl"s- 1f'p2Aot:..j. (24) 

Observe that no term involving the free energy of 
formation of the end of the growth nucleus is in
cluded in eq (24). This results from the fact that 
the total area of end for the entire crystallite is the 
same before as after the formation of the growth 
nucleus. Thus, eq (24) in no way implies that Cl". is 
zero. Note further that no term in e is included. 
This results from the fact that the residual work 
involved in building the outermost convex edge of 
the secondary nucleus, 21f'pe, will almost exactly com
pensate the residual - 21f'pe involved in forming the 
concave "edge" at the nucleus-crystallite interface. 
Even without such compensation, the effect of e on 
the result would be completely negligible. By tak
ing the derivative of eq (24) with respect to p and 
setting the result equal to zero, it is found that 
critical radius of the growth nucleus is 

P* = Cl"s/t:..j, (25) 

and on inserting this into eq (24), it is found that 
the free energy of formation of a growth nucleus of 
critical size comes to 

t:.. * 7rAoCl"/ 
<pg = ----z::r' (26) 

As before, t:..jis given by eq (12). The rate of forma
tion of the growth nuclei will depend on an equation 
of the form of eq (7), except that the pre-exponen
tial factor is treated in a different way. Turnbull 
[26) has shown that the pre-exponential term is in 
this case AokT/h. Hence, the lineal growth rate in 
cm sec-1 is given by 

G= 2 Ao~T /S;/R e -tJ.H ; /R7' e -1['T m2).Ou.2/t:.h f 7'tJ.Tk7' (27) 

where t:..S; and t:..H"; are the entropy and enthalpy 
of activation, respectively, of the elementary short
range transport process at the growth-nucleus-



crystal interface. The factor of 2 i~l the preex
ponential was in erted on the as umptIOn that each 
crystallite can grow along both the +1 and - / 
direc tions. 

The growth nuclei will. not show eifccts in the 
vicinity of the A----')B LranSILlOl1 such. as occu~Tcd for 
the primary nuclcl at Te, lIlce .Ao IS. fi~ed H: both 
regions A and B. Hence eq (27) IS v~hd In r egIOns A 
and B for a polymer that has an n = 2 Isotherm l'csul.t
ing from sporadic initiation of centers that gro w 111 

the 1 direction. At Tee , p * will have fallen to a value 
Po which is numerically equal to roo Thus, in r egion C: the growth nuclei will te~ld .to 1'esemb~e surface 
states but no growth nuclei will be carned down 
from ~bove Tm- Thus, the rapid crystallization rate 
postulated in region C is a result of unusually rap~d 
primary nucleation rather than unusually rapId 
growth. 

On account of the fact that the growth cen ters in 
region A will be generated a.t a gr.eater average dis
tance from each other than ill r egIOn B or C, three
dimensional growth of the sporadically born cenLer 
may develop somewhere in regio? A. (In . some 
cases three-dimensional growth illlght begm ill the 
uppe~' part of r egion B .) This. will be discu sed in 
more detail in section 7. If thIS occurred, n would 
tend toward a value of 4, and the cxpressions for G 
and Z would havc to be modified. However , up to 
the hio-hes t temperature studied, poly( chlol'oLl'i
fluoroetJlylene) exhibits an n value of 2.0, with Lhe 
resul t that we nced consider only one-dimensional 
growth in the a:lalysis of the pr.ese?t data. Detailed 
evidence showmg tha t the mdigenous mode of 
growth at temperatures at a~ld be~ow "'2.°50 C can
not be spherulitic or three-dunensIOnal WIll be gwen 
in section 7. 

It should be recognized that 6.H; is not neces
sarily the same as 6.Ht, and a s.im~lar observation 
holds for 6.S; and 6. t. Also, It IS necessary to 
admit of the following po sibilities: (a) the crystal
lilm jump rate may apply to G, while that calcula ted 
from the free volume theory may apply to I , or 
vice versa' (b) t he free-volume jump rate may apply 
to both J and G. Never theless, the crystal-like 
approximation, with sui table values of 6.H* and 
6.S*, hould suffice at high growth temperatm:es. 
At low growth temperatures where the nucleatlOn 
term is no longer dominant, a deeisio~l between. the 
various alternatives should be pOSSIble, prOVIded 
that precise rate measurements are obtained over a 
suffICient range of temperature. 

S.4. Bulk Crystallization Rate 

- The rate constant determining the bulk free 
growth rate, 2 2 , is shown in appendix 9.4 for the 
case of nuclei born at later and later dates that grow 
in a one-dimensional manner to be 

(28) 

H ere 7rr2 is the area of the growing face of the crystal; 
lite, ii, the pecifie..Jvolume of the supercooled liquid, 

----_._---

and Ve the specific volume of the crystal. .T~e 
quantity Z 2 has the dimensions sec- 2, smce I IS 111 
cm- 3 sec- I, G in em sec-I, and r in cm. 

The bulk crystallization rate constant takes on two 
di tinct forms depending on the type of homo
geneou nucleation. In region A, where rand / 
are unres tricted, combination of eqs (16), (27), and 
(2 ) yields the res ul t 

(Region A) 

where 20 is 7rr2NAoPT2/h}M ve exp( t::.Stl.ll+ 6.S;/R ). 
On the other hand, in region B , wh ere I 1S res tncted 
to the value 10 for the homogeneously formed 
nucleus, 

(30) 

(Region B) 

\vhere 20 is the same as quo ted for eq (27). If it is 
remembered that 10 is numerically equal to Ao, the 
last term in eq (30) may be wriLten in the form 
CAl) ( - 27rT m2AoCTs2 /6.hf T6.TIc T ). 

6 . Application to poly(chlorotrifluoro
ethylene) 

6 .1. Preliminary Analysis of Temperature 
Dependence of Z2 

It will be observed from eqs (29) and (30) that 22 
will exhibit a different variation with temperature 
depending on whether the measurements were taken 
in region A or region B . If tl~e ho~ogeneous nuclea
tion is of the type postulated for re~IOn B , then aplot 
of log 2 2 against I/T 26.T should :f1eld an essentially 
straight line. On the other hand, If the homogeneous 
nucleation corresponds to the type postulated for 
r eo-ion A a plot of log Z 2 against I/T36.T2 should yield 
a ~ore 'nearly straight line than a plot o~ log 2 2 
against I/T 26.T. In all c~ses, the exp<;mentlal ter~ 
exp[-(6.Hi, + 6.H';) /RTJ WIll have but lIttle effect ill 

the temperature range where Z 2 has a strongly nega-
tive temperature coefficient. r. •• 

Experimental values of 2 2 and log 2 2 are gIven ill 
table 3. The values were obtained by analysis of 
the isotherms shown in figure 2 using eq (4). T~e 
time t required for the sample to reach a certam 
degree of crystallinity X wa measured, and L;2 
calculated from the relation Z2= - t- 2In (I - x) . ThIS 
eA,})ression was derived using Xw= 1. In most cases 
x = 0.15 was used, but in others the value x = O.10 
was employed. A-t such l.ow X values, Z 2 pr<?v:ed to 
be independent of the chOIce of x. The preCISIOn of 
the Z 2 value at T22:: 180 0 C is estimated to be about 
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TABLE 3. Z2 as a function of temperature calculated from n = 2 
isotherms' 

Crystallization 
temperature, To 

°0 
170.0 . ...• .......... _ .. .. . 
180.4 . . . ............ _ ... . . 
184.4 .............. _ .... . . 
188.4.. .................. . 
192.5.. .................. _ 
195.8 ... _._ . . ....... _. _ . . . 
199.9 .... _ .......... _ ... . . 

• For Tl=305° C. 
b Approximate value. 

z. 

sec-2 

b (4.4XlO-6) 
4.80XlO-7 
L25 X10-7 
2.33X10-· 
3.36X10-' 
3.44X10-iO 
6.76X10-12 

10gZ, 

b (-5.36) 
-6.319 
-6.903 
-7.633 
-8.474 
-9.463 

- 11.170 

5 percent, and that at Tz= 1700 C is believed to be 
better than about 30 percent. 

A plot of log Zz against l /T zt::..T and 1/T 3t::..T2 is 
shown in figure 9. The linearity of the 1jTZt::..T 
plot leaves no doubt that by far the b est representa
tion of Z2 is that given by eq (30). This indicates 
that I is given by eq (22). Thus, the experimental 
results pertain to region B homogeneous nucleation, 
where r is unrestricted and the length of the primary 
nucleus is 10. This is just what was anticipated from 
the rough estimates of Te and Tee. This result, 
when considered together with the fact that the growth 

o 5 10 

rate is a nucleation rather than a jump rate con
trolled process (see below), also clearly indicates 
that the form of the nucleation term in the expression 
for G, eq (27), is correct with respect to the exponent 
of t::..T. 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to dispose of 
one possibility that presents itself. It will be noticed 
that if IJ'. were extremely small, eq (29) would take 
on the same form as eq (30) , and then lead to the 
1/T 2t::..T-type dependence found experimentally. 
This argument for the correctness of eq (29) in the 
present application is invalid , because such a small 
IJ'. value would be associated with a very small 
t::..Te value, and would in any case clearly put the 
experimental data in region B, i.e., in the range 
where eq (30) is appropriate. 

The finding that eq (30) provides the best descrip
tion of Z2 as a function of temperature is not altered 
by any anticipated uncertainty in T m ' The value 
of Tm used in calculating t::..Twas 221 0 C = 494.2° K . 
The highest melting point actually observed for a 
sample of this polymer was T'm= 218.0° C. This 
result was obtained on a sample that had been 
crystallized a long time and to a high degree of 
crystallinity at a temperature near the melting point, 
a situation which is conducive to formation of large 
unstrained crystallites. The value T'm= 218.0° C 
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FIGURE 9. Plot of l~g Z, versus I j T2!'lT and 1/'f'3!'lT2 used in preliminary analysis of Z2. 

35 

The Z, data shown were obtained directly from t he n=2 isotherms (see table 3). <l T was calculated u sing T m=22lo C.'The 
dasbed line for 11T 311 T' sbows the best straigbt line t bat can be fitted Cor tbis type DC plot. Tbe solid line Cor tbe 11T'1I T plo(is 
a least·squares straigbt line. Tbe best fit is obtained witb 1I T'<lT, sbowing tbat tbe Z, data refer to region B. 
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j , of cour e, a lower limit for Tm. The value Tm= 
221 ° C was obtained by a simple extrapolation 
procedure [12], and is almost certainly correct to 
within ±3° CY Even doubling this error does not 
alter the conclusion that eq (30) rather than eq (29) 
provides by far the best representation of Z2( T ). 
The basic reasons that a positive decision can be 
reached between eqs (29) and (30) in this case are 
that the Z2 data are reasonably precise, and that the 
relative error in!:.T is small owing to the high degree 
of supercooling used. Even if Tm is accurately 
known, it would be difficult to differentiate between 
t he !:.T- I and !:.T-2 type bulk crystallization laws in 
the A-i>B transition region. 

6.2. Detailed Analysis of I, G, and Z2 

Equation (3 0) will be used for the detailed analysis 
of Z2' In order to obtain the best value of (to+ Ao)a}, 
an estimate of Mlt + tJ.I-li must be made. It bas 
been observed in careful dielectric studies that an 
activation energy of 16,000 calories mole- 1 holds for 
the principal relaxation time in the crystalline pbase 
of poly(chloro trifluoroethylene) [27]. Nearly the 
same activation energy also appears to apply to one 
of the important relaxation times presen t in the 
supercooled liquid, suggesting a similar segmental 
motion in the two phases. For the purposes of cal
culation it will therefore be assumed that MI'; 
= tJ.Ht = 16 ,000 cal mole- I, so that MI';+ tJ.H~ 
= 32 000 cal mole- I. With this value, and the value 
of tJ.hr= 9.lO X 108 erg cm- 3 derived from Bueche's 
measurement [28] of the heat of fusion of the pure 
crystalline phase, which wa quoted as 10.3 cal g- t, 
it is calculated from eq (3 0) that 

6996 
log Z2=log Zo T 

2.651 X 1012(to + Ao)u,2 (31) 
T2tJ.T . 

R earranging, it is found that 

According to the arguments given earlier, Us should 
be nearly constant with temperature, so that (to 
+ AO)Us2 will likewise be constan t. The analysis is 
then carried out by inserting experimental values of 
log Z2 into eq (32), and determining the value of log 
Zo that leads to a constant value of (to + AO)Us2• In 
this manner, it is determined that log Zo = 16.47 and 
that (to+ t-o)us2= 2.3 1X I0- 6 erg2 cm- 3 (best values 
obtained by least-squares analysis) . R emembering 
that to = AO this gives tou/= Aou/= 1.15XIO- 6 erg2 

cm- 3• In order to illustrate clearly how the results 
depend on Zo, plots of (to+ Ao) Us2 versus temperature 
are shown in figure 10 for va.riou values of Zoo 

Except for !:.H~+MI-;, which had to be es timated, 
(to + AO) U/ obtained in this manner depends only on 

11 An eq uilibrinm melting temperature ex periment of tbe cOllventional type, 
where very slow heatlng was used, provided lurtbcr eVIdence for behevmg tbat 
T m is within tbe range indicated. 
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known constants and the e}.rperimental data. The 
value of (fo+ AO)us2 is quite in ensit ive to the choice of 
MI~+MI-;, and the value quoted above may be 
considered a " be t" valu e. That (lo+ AO) U~ i insensi
tive to MI~+MI-; is illustrated by the fact that an 
analysis of the slope of the log Z2 versus I/T2t:,.T plo t 
in figure 9 y ields (to+ Ao)us2= 1.96 X I0- 6 erg2 cm- 3 , 

corresponding to the assumption MI~+ tJ.H-;= O . 
Use of the Williams-Landel-Ferry (free volume) 
jump rate would lead to a somewhat high er value of 
(to+ AO) U/ than tbat given, but the differen ce is 
hardly significant from the standpoint of nucleation 
theory. 
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FIGURE 10. P lots of (10 + AO)u,2 as a function of temperature 
for various ass1tmed values of Zoo 

T bis plot is used in tbe detailed analysis of Z '(B) to obtaln numerical values of 
log Zo and ({ o+l-o)<7.'. Tbe value log Z o= 16.47 gives the ({ ,+l-o)<7,' value tbat is 
most nearly constant with temperature. 

The fit to the data of the theoretical curve calcu
lated using log Zo= 16.47, (to + Ao)u/= 2.31 X I0- 6 

erg2 cm- 3, and !:.l-l~ + !:.l-Ii=32 ,000 cal mole- I in eq 
(3 0) is shown in figure 11. The agreement is highly 
satisfactory. The predicted bend off in Z2 at low 
temperatures is du e partly to the lowering of the 
jump rate, and partly to the diminution of Af. 

The overall entropy of activation associated with 
the bulk crystallization mechanism , t:,.S~+ t:,.S i, may 
be es timated by inserting the numerical value of Z() 
into the theoretical e}.rpression for Z00 If we assume 
that the crystallizing segment consists of four 
monomer units, so that to = Ao= 10- 7 cm and M 
= 4X 1l6.5= 466 g mole- I, and let r = l X lO- 6 em, 
and Vc= 0.473 cm3 g-I, it is determined that !:.S~ 
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The dashed lines indicate where region A and C type homogenous nucleatIOn 
may enter. 

+ t-S:= - 56.8 cal mole- I deg-' . ~he value of r ~s 
obtained from the work of Franklm, who has estI
mated the size of the crystallites using X-ray line
width measurements [29]. In carrying out ~he 
analysis, Franldin assumed th~t t~e line-broadenmg 
was entirely due to crystallIte-sIze effects . ThIs 
assumption means that the_ figures quoted . are 
minimum values. A value of r~200A was obtamed 
for ia specimen crystallized well into stage 2; the 
value relevant to stage 1 is undoubtedly smaller 
(roughly 50A) as FranldiJ.?-'s work ~n quenched 
samples showed. The nomlllal value r=1 00A ~vas 
arbitrarily chosen for purposes of calculatIOn. 
On account of the uncertainty in Ao and r, as well as 
the fact that log Zo depends on the choice of Ml~ 
+t-H~, the calculated value of t-S~ +: t-~i is cer.tainly 
not very accurate. Nevertheless, It IS ?onsidere.d 
certain that t-S~+t-Si is strongly negatIve. Th~s 
result clearly suggests that for a polymer t~e a?tI
vated state in the elementary short-range dIffusIOn 
mechanism at the interface is less random than the 
initial state, a not unlikely state of affairs. . 

It is of interest to estimate the value of us. ThIs 
requires that/o = Ao be estimated. If it is. assumed 
that this quantity is 10- 7 em or lOA, whlCh corre
sponds to four mon~mer units, u~ proves to b e ~0.8 
erg cm- 2 • This cholCe of Io = Ao IS almost certamly 
within a factor of four of the correct one: the smallest 
con ceivable value would be 2.5A, corresponding to 

o 
the 0/ ""0 repeat distance in the chain , while 
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the largest elementary crystallizing unit that need 
be seriously considered would correspond to t~e 
spiral repeat length of 35 to 43A repor ted. for thIS 
polymer [30, 31, 32] . Thus, the above estImate of 
U s should be within a factor of two of the true value. 
Further , the value us= 10.8 erg cm- 2 is q~ite close 
to what one would expect for a somewhat dIsordered 
halocarbon crystal. Thus, Thomas :;md Stavely [33] 
quote u= 13.9 erg cm- 2 for rotatIOnally ordered 
carbon tetrachloride, and u= 6.67 erg cm- 2 for 
rotationally disordered carbon tetrachloride. 

Another point concerning Us is tbat it leads to a 
reasonable value of a /t-H" which is the ratio of 
the free energy of formation of a certain amount of 
surface phase to the heat of fusion ~:>f the same 
amount of bulk phase [26, 33]. Takmg O"s= 10.8 
erg cm- 2, and assuming that the thiclmess of the 
surface phase, ds, is one molecule or 5.6A [30, 31] 
thick, a /t-H, comes to 0. 21. The usual ~alue of 
this quantity for ordinary molecular crystals IS about 
0.3 [33] . The value of a/!:::,.H, obtained. for 
poly (cblorotrifluoroethylene) .is somewhat hIgher 
than that calculated for certam other polymers [6]. 

A prominent feature of the present data and 
analysis is that AoO"/ can be estimated directly from 
the n = l seed crystal runs , which ar~ a measure of 
G. This will provide important eVidence for the 
validity of the proposed theory of primary and 
secondary nucleation. . 

Some of the n = 1 seed crystal expenments were 
carried out on identically preconditioned samples 
of polymer that were heate.d to pre~i~ely the same 
TI value, and then crystallIzed at different growth 
temperatures. Th e above mentlOne~ pr~tre~tm~nt 
introduced the same number and SIze dlstnbutlOn 
of seed crystals into each sample. In the case of 
two specimens where no, th e number of seed ~r'ystals 
per unit volume, is the same, and where r IS the 
same, 

(33) 

The subscripts i andj represent two growth temp.era
tures t j and t j the times required to reach a speClfi~d 
degr~e of crystallinity at i and j, and GdGj the ratIO 
of the lineal growth rate at tbe two temperatures. 
Equation (33) is readily Jerive~ from eq (~-lO) 
of appendix 9.3, and the propertws of eq (4) m the 
region of superposition. 

The method of analysis is illustrated below. 
There is no way to obtain the absolute value of G 
from specific volume measurement~ . alone, an~ the 
treatment used therefore deals WIth the ratIO of 
G values. For purposes of i~lustrati~n we .will deal 
with the value of GdGj where ~= 196 .2 ~ndJ= 203.9 
C listed in table 4. The previous history of the 
samples in pair I was identical, as indicated in the 
footnote of the table. Equation (27) is used for 
the analysis of G. D enoting the pre-exponential 
in eq (27) as Go, and assuming it to be con.stant, 
and taking t-Hi= 16,000 cal mole-I, there IS ob
tained 



log (G;/Gj ) = 349 [}-n 
+2.651 x 1012"00"/ G2(T~,-j) '2(T1 _ .)] (34) 

~ '" ~ 

where i = 469.4 ° Ie andj= 477.1 ° K. Taking the ex
perimental value of GdGj from table 4, it is deLer 
mined from eq (34) that "00".2= 1.02 X 10- 5 erg2 cm- 3 • 

A value of Ao([. 2 of 1.0 x 10- 5 erg2 cm- 3 is ob
tained from the other run listed in table 4, wher e 
i = 191.5° C and j = 205.2° C. The previous hi story 
of t he t wo samples was identical, and is described 
in t he footnote of the table. The mean value for 
the two determinations is "o([l= 1.05 X 10- 5 erg2 
cm- 3 which is in good agreement with the value 
1.15 X 10- 5 erg2 cm- 3 obtained from the analysis of Z2, 
i.e., from the data on the n = 2 bulk crystallization 
isotherms. The result leaves little doubt concerning 
the fact that the primary and secondary nuclei in 
region B are energetically nearly equivalent, in accord 
with the t heore tical deductions given in section 5. 
The value of Xous2 obtained is very insen itive to the 
choice of t::,H: . 

The rat io G/Go can r eadily be calculated a a 
function of temperature by in serting the values 
M::l;= 16 ,OOO cal mole- 1 and Xo([/= 1.15 X 10- 5 erg2 
cm- 3 into eq (2 7). Thi particular value of "0([.2 is 
used, even though obtained from the Z2 data, since 
it is based on a larger number of experimental 
points. The resulting plot of log (G/Go) versus 
T is plotted in figure 12. The four points shown 
are those obtained from table 4. 

The experimental results obtained wiLh the 
seeded specimen leave no doubt concerning th e 
fact that G has a n egative temperature coefficient 
between 191.5° and 205.2° C, and is therefore 
nuclea tion controlled in t his r egion as postulated . 
This result also certainly holds for growth t empera
tures somewhat above and well below this range. 
At least in this case, then, it is well established 
that it would have been in error to assume that G 
was everywhere diffusion controlled, i. e., possessed 
a posit ive t emperature coeffi cient as for G ~ Go exp 
( - EJjfRT). 

The ratio 1/10 is novv determined. It will b e 
observed from eqs (22) and (27) that 1/10, where 
10= (NkT/hMVz) exp (t,.S; /R), has precisely the 

T able 4. Relative values of G f01' 7'1=215.6° C f rom n = 1 
seed crystal isotherms ' 

Growth 
temperature, 

T. 

°0 
r{196.2 

203.9 

n {191.5 
205.2 

Time required 
io reach 
x = O.15 

sec 
9.30X lO' 
6.90X lOl 
2.43X10' 
3.81X 1O' 

Rat io of 
growth rates, 

G,/Gj 

• Prev ious b istory prior to beating to 215.6° C: n = 2 run carried well into stage 
2 witb T ,= 305' . 2'2= 188° C for pair I . and T ,=305°. T,=180' C for pair n. 
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same form as G/Go. If !J.1I; is set equ al to !J.H;, 
then t he plo t shown in figure 12 for log G/Go is valid 
for log 1/10 as well, and has been so labelled . The 
plot of log 1/10 applies in region B only, so 1= I B • 

It should b e realized that the determination of 
t he actual values of Z2 as a function of t emperature, 
together with our direct knowledge of the r elative 
values of G as a imilar function, is tantamount to 
an experimental determination of the t emperature 
dependence of 1 . This is a result of the fact that 
Z2 is proportional to 1G. Thus, t he values of log 
1/10 in the interval 191 to 200° C shown in figure 12 
may for all practical purposes b e regarded as experi
mentally det ermined. The error at somewhat higher 
temperatures, as well as that down to 170° C is 
probably small. The log 1/10 versus T curve plotted 
in figure 12 cannot be reproduced even for a restricted 
temperature interval using eq (16) with any choice 
of (J.2([e' Only eq (22), which has a 1/ T 2t::,T-ty pe 
dependence on temperature, can r eproduce the da ta . 

6.3 . Dimensions of the Nuclei a nd :Crystallites 

In region B , the radius of the primary nucleus 
of critical size is given by r* = us/t::,j. Calculations 
using the previously mentioned value of 0". give 
r *= 12.8A at 170° C, and r *= 29A at 200° C. Thus, 
the activated state contains segments from about 
20 polymer chains at 170° C and about 100 chains 
at 200° C. The critical radius of the secondary 



nucleus, p*, is the same as r*. Remembering that 
to = Ao~lOA, both the primary and secondary nuclei 
of critical size will always have the physical ap
pearance of a flat cylinder, or platelet, since r*> !o 
and P*> AO' 

The crystallites in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) 
have a "grown" radius in stage 2 of about 200A, as 
determined by X-ray studies [29]. The mean radius 
to which the primary nuclei rapidly expand in stage 
1 before they begin to grow slowly at a rate a along 
the I direction is less than in stage 2. As indicated 
earlier, r is roughly 50A in the early stages of the 
crystallization, though it must again be pointed out 
that the estimates of r depend on the assumption 
that the X-ray line-broadening was solely due to 
crystallite size effects; the existence of disorder ill 
the crystal could cause the estimates of r to be too 
low. In any case, the primary nucleation event 
leads to growth centers that are platelets with 
radii which are nominally 50 to 100A, and with 
a thickness (called to in our notation) of about lOA. 
The mean length to which these grow, ;, cannot bc 
accurately determined from the present data, since 
in the region of superposition, 

- Gt OX/l i Z 

1~2~ 2221/2' (35) 

and absolute values of a are not available. It would 
probably be reasonable to assume that .( was of the 
same order of magnitude as r, but nothing in the 
present treatment renders this certain. It would 
appear to be reasonably certain, however, that the 
length of most of the crystallites does not exceed 
500 to 1000A, since otherwise the n=2 samples 
would scatter more visible light than they do. It is 
of some interest to note that the predicted shape of 
the "grown" crystallites in the bulk polymer is in 
a general sense roughly cylindrical (plate-, drum-, or 
fiberlike) with the long axes of the polymer molecules 
normal to the radius, and that this does not depend 
on special mechanisms such as chain folding . Im
pingement theory requires a distribution of lengths 
and radii for the grown crystallites. 

When the rate of primary nucleation in regions A 
:md B is considered in relation to the rate of growth, 
together with the nature of impingements, it is 
readily seen that the mean size of the "grown" 
crystallites will be smaller in region B than in region 
A. Thus, the A-o-B transition should be accom
panied by a decrease in crystallite size that is de
tectable by X-ray methods. The temperature de
pendence of the "grown" radius should bear a re
semblance to the r* curve in r egions A and B shown in 
figure 8, except of course, that the scale of the abscissa 
will differ in the two cases. A similar effect would be 
noted at a B -o-C transition. If region B is absent, as 
for CT,=/oCT ,/2rO, a noticeable drop in mean crystallite 
size would appear at the A---7C transition. The crys
tallites formed in region C will be extremely small. 
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6.4. Regions A and C 

The present theory of homogeneous nucleation and 
growth would be strengthened further if it could be 
shown that nucleation typical of regions A and C 
existed in poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene). 

Definite evidence of an anomaly in the bulk 
crystallization rate below 1700 C ascribable to region 
O-type nucleation has been obtained. Oooling rate 
studies carried out with thermocouples embedded in 
~heets of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) indicated that 
If they are first heated to 3050 0 and then plunged 
in ice water, specimens "'-'2mm thick can be cooled 
through the temperature interval 1700 to 1200 0 in 
five seconds. According to the theoretical curve 
shown in figure 12, 2 2(8) never becomes more than 
about three times greater than it is at 1700 0 at 
any lower temperature. If this theoretical curve 
were applicable at such temperatures, a simple 
calculation shows that it should be easy to quench 
samples of the polymer that are "-'2mm thick into 
a practically completely amorphous state using the 
technique indicated. On the contrary, specific 
volume measurements on clean samples "-'2mm thick 
that had been quenched in ice water from 3050 

invariably showed that they possessed x values close 
to 0.39. This meant that they had completely 
traversed stage 1 in five seconds or less somewhere 
between 1700 and about 120 0 O. (It can be shown 
experimentally that crystallization temperatures 
lower than about 1200 0 need not be considered 
(see below» . These results can only be explained 
by a log Zz value that is at least three decades higher 
than the theoretical one somewhere between 1700 

and 1200 O. Our conclusion is that there must exist 
between 1200 and 1700 C a region of rapid cystalliza
tion that is not to be identified as belonging to 
region B. This conclusion can be shown to hold 
even if a value of /::,.l-l;+ /::,.l-Ii=O is used in thf> 
analysis of Z2' Furthermore, the value of Z2 between 
1200 and 1700 0 estimated from the quenching 
experiments would appear to be too large to be 
reconciled even with any reasonable visual extrapola
tion of the ZZ(8) data actually observed between 170" 
and 200 0 O. It may therefore be concluded that 
the rapid type of nucleation postulated for region C 
exists in this polymer, and that T ee = 145 ± 25° O. 
The T ee value estimated from eq (23) with O"s= 10.8 
erg cm-2 and ro = 8.4 X 10- 8 cm, the latter correspond
ing to a primary nucleus with seven segments, is 
about 150 0 O. 

In passing, it should be remarked that it is possible 
to obtain highly amorphous specimens by quenching 
sufficiently thin films . For instance, a film 0.12 mm 
thick gave x = 0.10 when heated to 250 0 0 and then 
plunged into ice water. Samples of this type begin 
to crystallize slowly when reheated to 100 to 1200 0; 
this suggests that the rapid crystallization charac
teristic of region 0 must take place above 1200 O. 
Olean films 0.03 mm thick, when quenched in a 
similar way, should be less than 1 percent crystalline. 



!,he aSYI?ptoti c specific volumes obtained by quench
mg vanous tlun films have given add itional 
support to the validity of the expre ions for VI and 
V g obtained in a previou i!lvesLigation [2]. 

Another point of in LercsL herc ha Lo do wi th two 
effects that may limi t aLLempL Lo ob rve the 
existence of C-Lype nucleation in oLher polymer . 

For any reacLion LhaL ha a n egative temperaLure 
~oeffic.i ent, uch a the nuclea Lion or growth proces 
m reg LOn B , the heat liberated in the reaction will 
{)ften not be conducted to the external medium 
with sufficient rapidity, with the result that the 
Teaction will tend to slow down. This will cause 
the rate of reaction, when plotted as a function of 
temperature, to possess a broad plateau rather than a 
s?-arp peale. This effect is well-lmown in crystalliza
tlOn mechamsms [26]. In such a case, a considerable 
]Jortion of the low-temperature part of the rate 
{)urve belonging to region B- as well as the transition 
to region C- will not be directly observable. B e
{)au e of tbe remarkably low h eat of fusion involved 
.a.nd ~he c~mparatively modest rate of crystalliza~ 
tlOn m r eo-wn B, this obstacle did not arise in tbe 
{)ase of poly(cblorotrifluoroethylene) but it is to b e 
.anticipate~ ~n other cases. In som~ polymer, the 
A~B transltlOn may be obscured by a high rate of 
{)rystalliza t ion. 

Another circumstance that may cause region C 
to be unobservable is the following. It may happen 
that the rate of crystallization in region B will have 
~h'eady gone tllTough its maximum, and thus become 
Immeasurably slow prior to the transition to reo-ion 
c. Thi.s will tend to occur for polymers where 
us/l1hfTo IS large. 

No evidence of the existence of r eo-ion A was 
found, but this is almost certainly becm~se measure
ments were not made ufficiently close to Tm. 
The present worl indicates that Te is above about 
205 0 C, which implie , through eq (17), that rre is 
less than about 0.75 erg em- 2 . Even if Te were just 
at 2050 C, crystallization studies of considerable 
duration would be necessary to obtain the Z2 values 
characteristic of region A. Even a search for the 
on.set of regi~n A-tYI)e homogeneous nucleation in 
thIS polymer IS not a particularly inviting prospect 
because of the long experiments that would be 
involved. 

6.5. Summary of Results 

I t is convenient at this point to summarize the 
essen tial results pertaining to the theory of I 0 and 
Z2, and the prediction of the stage 1 isotberm~. ' 
. ~n th~ temperature range 170 to 205 0 C, which 
IS ill reglOn B, the cylindrical cri tical nucleu 11a a 
fixed length 10 and a variable radius T* = rrs/l1f. The 
fundamental physical reason that a fixed lenO"th 
to J?1ust be useel . i. Lhat in a higher temperat~re 
reglOn, A, the cntlCal length /* deer·ease approxi
mately as l /I1T, and therefore falls toward a mini
~um dimension 10 ; /* approaches 10 at a relatively 
hIgh temperature, Te, becau e of the smallness 
of rre in the e>..rpre sion I* = 4rre /l1f. The existence 
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of an irreducible segment length 10 is demanded by 
t he ~lscre te character of the links that comprise 
the hnear polymer chain. R egion B commences 
when 1* reaches 10 , and comes to an end at a much 
lower temperature, Tee, where the critical radius 
of the nucleus, T* = rrs/l1j, falls to a value of molecular 
dimen ions, To. The wiele range of temperature 
encompassed by region B i a result of the fact that 
rrs j considerably larger than rre. 

The rate of inj ection of the nuclei into the super
cooled liquid pha e in region B i given by 

18= 10 e - t.H:;/RT e- .. l'm 2/ L".2 /t.h,Tt.l'kl'. (36) 

The homogen eous nucleus ari es spontaneously at 
random times and positions in the supercooled 
liquid as a result of alinemen t of segments of dif
ferent polymer molecules. The last term in eq 
(36), i. e., the nucleation term , dominates the tem
pera~ure dependence of I in the e>"1>erimen tal range 

tudlCd. The term exp ( -MI~/ RT) controls the 
s):tOl~t-range diffusion procesat the supercooled
hqUld- nucleus interface. The critical nucleus 
grows in a radial manner up to a mean radius r 
in a time that is very short compared to its own 
~irt~ time. H ere it stop growing radially due to 
Impll1O"ements or volume strain. Thus, the actual 
homogeneously induced nucleation center has a 
radius r and a length 10 , where 1'> 10. It LllU re
sembles a platelet or flat cylinder, where the long 
axes of the polymer moleclile arc normal to the 
~·ad.ius. An equation differin!;? from (36) because 
It IS ba ed on a nucleu with unrestricted I will 
apply ncar Tm. 

The homogeneously injecLed nucleation center 
grows along the tdirection, i.e., the platelet thicl ens. 
The lineal growth process by which the plaLelet 
t hickens is controlled by a ·secondary or growih 
nucleus of radius p* = rrs/l1j and length Ao. (The 
quantity AO is numerically equal to 10.) The lineal 
growth rate is given by 

0=00 e-t.H;!RTe-".Tm'AO".21t.~,1't.Tkl'. (37 

The t.emperature dependence of G i controlled by 
the nucleation t,erm in the experimentally accessible 
range, so that G, just like I , has a negative tempera
ture coefficient. The lineal growth process event u
ally stops,. or . at least slows down markedly, a a 
result of illlpmgements at the pseudoequilibrium 
degree of crystallinity, Xm. 

The overall crystallization rate is proportionl11 to 
t he area of the growing crystal face, the rate of in
jection of nuclei, and the lineal gro,vth rate. The 
quanLi ty Z2 in the expression x' = Z2t2, which is that 
appropriate Lo one-dimen , ional growt,h of obj ects 
born sporadically in lime, is thus proportional to 
7rr2 I G. H ence 

(38) 

Z2 is directly measurable from the n=2 isotherms so 
that (/0+ Ao) rr.2 can be evaluated. The nucleation 



exponent m G can be determined from the n= 1 
seed crystal isotherms, and Aoa} also evaluated 
directly. This latter value proves to be very nearly 
the same 9S the Aoa} value calculated from the Z2 
data using /0 = Ao. Thus, the nucleation exponE'nts 
in eqs (36 t.o 38) are shown to be in the ratio 1: 1 :2, as 
required by the theory. This provides a strong 
argument for the validity of the present approach. 

The original n = 2 isotherm data up to x = 0.3 can 
be r eproduced extremely "TeIl by inserting values of 
the appropriate parameters gathered together in 
table 5 into eq (38), calculating Z 2 as a function of 
temperature, and then calculating the isotherms for 
each temperature using the expression x = [I-exp 
(-Z2t2)], i.e ., eq (4) with X", = 1. Furthermore, the 
observed temperature dependence of G can be repro
duced by using the appropriate input data with 
eq (37) . 

T ABLE 5. I nput data and summary of results 

Quantity 

I1H;+I1H 
I1H; 
t o,>'o 

M 
'f 
d 
TO 

XOO'.2 
log Zo 
I1s.+I1S; 
u , 
u/I1Hf 
T' 

u, 

Value and units Remarks 

Input data 

404.20 K 
0.473 cm3g-1 

0.522 cm3g-1 

9.lOXlOs erg cm-3 

32,000 cal mole-I 
16,000 cal mole-I 
lO XlO-s em 

4X1l6.5=466 g molc-I 
~100Xl0-S cm 
5.6X10-S cm 
8.4XlO-s cm 

Results 

{1.96XlO-5 erg' em-3 
2.31 X 13- 5 erg' cm-3 

}1.15XlO-5 erg' cm-3 

1.05XlO-5 erg' cm- 3 
16.47 
-56.8 cal mole-I deg- I 
10.8 erg cm-' 
0.21 

{12.8XlO-S cm at 1700 C 
29X 10-s at 200 0 C 
> 2050 C 
< 0.75 erg ern-' 

{145±250 C 
~150° C 

From melting point studies [12] 
Mean value for temperature range 

1700 to 2000 C [2] 
Do. 

Calculated (rom Bueche's value 
I1Hf= 10.3 cal g-1 [28], andY, 

From dielectric data [27] 
Do. 

Based on assumption crystallizing 
segment contains 4 monomer 
units 

Do. 
From X·ray data [29]" 
From X-ray data [30. 31] 
For nucleus containIng seven 

segments 

From Z, data with I1H;+I1H; = O 
Best value from Z , data (I1H; 

+I1H;=32,000 cal mole-I) 
Best values from Z, data calculated 

as (/0+>-0) .. ,'/2 
From G data 
Best value from Z, data 

Do. 
Do. 

Based on T , 
From quenching studies 
For u .. = 10.8 erg cm-2, ro=8.4 

XlO-s em 

a The quantity r is about 50A In stage 1, and about 200 A In stage 2. All val 
ues of r quoted In the paper were calculated on assumption X-ray line 
broadening was a result of crystallite size effects. 

7 . Bulk Crystallization and Spherulitic 
Growth 

The principal objective of this section is to dispel 
any notion that the intrinsic bulk crystalliza tion 
process in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) is of a 
spherulitic character, or in any other manner involves 
spherical growth, in the temperature range studied. 
The remarks given below concE'rning the absence of 
indigenous spherical growth in this polymer thus 

refer specifically to reglOn 0, and region B up to 
""205° O. The possibility that intrinsic spherical 
growth may develop in region A will also be dealt 
with briefly. 

It was demonstrated in section 3 that when poly
(chlorotrifluoroethylene) is crystallized subsequent 
to strong superheating, the bulk crystallization 
accurately follows an n = 2 law. This value of n is, 
of course, inconsistent with spherical growth gen
erally; the latter leads to n = 3 for objects born at 
t= O, and n = 4 for objects born sporadically in time. 
However, for low degrees of superheating, the 
isotherms are in fact quite closely representable by 
an n=31aw. An example is the Tl = 245° 0 isotherm 
shown in figure 1. It must be clearly understood 
that the n = 3 behavior in such a case is beyond 
doubt connected with the presence of heterogeneities. 
This is shown by the facts that (a) as is evident in 
figure 1, increased superheating leads to slower 
crystallization at a given growth temperature which 
must result from the destruction of embryos in 
fissures in the heterogeneities and (b) that as these 
embryos are progressively destroyed by increased 
superheating, the isotherms go from n = 3 asymp
totically toward n = 2. The only meaning that 
we can attach to the above is that spherical (n = 3) 
growth originates only at embryos r etained on 
heterogeneities. The above is consistent with the 
idea that the n = 2 isotherm is an intrinsic property 
of the polymer. 

Although t h e evidence cited above is quite 
sufficient to completely eliminate all forms of 
spherical growth (including the spherulitic) as the 
intrinsic crystallization mechanism in poly( chloro
trifluoroethylene) , it is still of interest to prove this 
directly for the specific case of spherulites in order to 
further corroborate the point of view expressed here. 
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It has been demonstrated by Price [9] that 
spherulites in this material must originate at hetero
geneities. In successive runs, virtually all of the 
spherulites reappeared at the same site. Further, 
Price demonstrated t hat the number of spherulites 
present in a sample depended strongly on the degree 
of superh eating, the number decreasing sharply with 
increased superheating. This shows conclusively 
that the spherulites were born specifically at embryos 
in fissures or pores in the heterogeneities, as Price 
points out. All of th e above experimental results of 
Price have been confirmed for the spherulites that 
appear in the specimens used in this investigation 
[10] . In particular, most of them are born near 
t= O even in strongly superheated specimens. If sph e
rulites born near t = O were the main seat of the crys
tallization in the system the bulk crystallization 
would follow an n = 3 law, since the radial growth 
rate is constant with time. 

The fact that the spherulites originate at hetero
geneities, and decrease in number with increased 
superheating, is completely in accord with the re
marks given above concerning the absence of in
trinsic spherical growth generally. As the number 
of spherulites is decreased through th e agency of 
increased superheating, the n values characterizing 



the correspondillg bulk crys tallization isotherms go 
from n=3 (or n = 3+ if low O"l'owth t emperatures are 
considered) down to n = 2. The value n = 2 must 
therefore corre pond to the case where the eIfect 
of spheruliLic growth is nil. 

Further evidence showing that spherulites cannot 
be at the root of the in Lrin ic bul k crystallizaLion in 
the n = 2 runs can be given. A . indicaLed in cction 
2.1, the specimens for which the. reprodl~cible iso
therm were obtained actually stIll contall1ed from 
10 t o 30 spherulites/mm3 even after superheating t o 
305 0 C. While the cOl'l'esponding isotherms were 
n = 2, which eliminates the possibility of the domi
nance of spherical growth generally, it was still con
sidered of interest to compare the volume fractlOn 
of spherulites with the known (bulk) degree of 
crystallinity known to be present in such samples. 

It is possible to demonstrate that the volume 
fraction of spherulites in t he relatively early part 
of the crystallization of tbe n = 2 specimens lags 
behind the volume fraction actually known t o be 
crystallized even when the spherulites are recleoned as 
solid objects [101Y Even a casual microscopic exami
naLion with polarized light shows that t be spheruhLes 
in poly(chloroix ifLuoroethylene) arc far from soll .dl~T 
crystalline. Thi is especially tru e for spherulites 
that are formed at high growth temperaLures. III 
the latter casc, t he spherulites arc almost tran s
parent , and th e characterisLic maltese cross barely 
discernible, de piLe the fact. th at the sphel'ull Le 
boundaries arc clearly visibie . Thus, the volume 
fraction of truly spherulitic rnateri al must lag far 
behind the actual volume fraction crystallized. On 
the basis of the above informaLion alone, it can be 
concluded that spherulites cannot possibly be th e 
scat of the crys Lallization in Lhe n = 2 specimens. 

Another point worth menLioning is that it is pos
sible to prepare highly crystallin e samples (x > 0.60) 
of poly( chlorotrifiuoroethylene) that contain no 
spherulites whatever , and arc optically clear [2J. 
Spherulites never appeal' in this polymer b~low 
'" 1500 C, even thou gh the n ecess~ry heterogenmties 
arc present [9J. This may be attnbuted to the on~et 
of region C-type homogeneous nucleation, whICh 
simply overwhelms the spherulitic growth. ':J'he 
optically clear and highly crystalline samples Just 
mentioned were made by first "quenching" them 
from 305 0 C to 00 C, which for samples of the thick
ness used amo unts to nucleation and growth up to 
stage 2 in region C, and then continuing the crystal
lization at a higher temperature in order to take ad
vantage of the increased velocity of stage 2 in that 
region (see figure 2) . 

It may be concluded that neither spherical nor 
spherulitic growth is dominant in the intrinsic . bulle 
crystallization process in poly (chlorot1"iflu01'oethylene) 
below ca 2050 O. The evidence points without excep
tion to the fact that the va t majority of spherulites 
found in this substance in the tempemture range 
mentioned are to be regarded as artifacts, directly tmce-

12 T his fi nd ing eliminates from consideration sphernlites born at t=O whose 
crystal content develop s as 11=2, but whose optically apparen t volume develops 
as n= 3. Spheruli tes of th is type, where the crystal density attenuates With 
growth. arc also improbab le for the reason that in specimens where spherulItes 
born at l=O arc cxtr~me l y numerous, the bulk crystall ization follows an n=3 law. 
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able to heterogeneities , that can be eliminated to a suffi
cient degree by appropriate superheating and selection 
of samples. While the few sphenllites that are present 
appear at first sight to be so obviously the seat of the 
C1'ystaitization in the n =2 specimens, careful con-
iclemtion of the facts proves this to be incorrect. 

The cry tallini ty in the n .2 specimens .consists 
of vast numbers of tiny crystalhtes that are.dlspersed 
throu ghou t the polymer. These crystalht.es . must 
possess a distribuLion of sizes, but the maJonty of 
them arc evidently too mall (less than c?,.1000 A) 
and randomly oriented to be detected eaSIly WIth a 
polarizing microscope. The weakly translucent 
appearance of many of the n = 2 samples is mostly a 
result of stray spherulites. The intrinsic ?u llc c1~yslal
li zation in poly (chlorotrifiuoroethylene) ~n regw"!' 0 
and region B up to ~205° 0 Teside in the essentwlly 
optically structureless bacleground. The ovcJ'~ll g:ray 
cast with a somewhat grainy texture Lha t IS of~en 
seen in samples of poly(chlol'otri£luol'oethylene) w~ tb 
a polarizing microscope is due to surface nucleatlOn 
[11 J, and should no t be confused wiLh the ultra-fll1e
grained bulk crys tallization which cloes not scatter 
visible lio'h t to a m arked extent. The ul tra-fme
oTained c~7stallization mentioned here is e\Tidently 
~f the arne gener al type that is frequently enc01!L1-
tel'ed in X-ray investigations on other semICrys La1lll1e 
polymers. . I 

The crysta.lli te in the n = 1 seed~d pecro;lCns are 
larger than those in the n = 2 pecnnen , smce the 
former samples have a chalky-whlte rather than 
weakly translucent appearance. This occurs because 
the largest cenLer . arc selected fC!l' r egrowth for 
samples seeded in the manner descnbed . 

The possibility t hat in trinsic spherical ~rowth 
may devclop in region A will . now ~e c~n Idered. 
Although it was not feasible to determme Olther n or 
the rate of crystallization in this region for poly
(chlorotrifluoroethylene), the remarks below are 
nevertheless appropriate in view of the fact that a 
plausible case can be made for homogene~usly
initiated spherulitic growth neal' the meltmg pomt of 
certain polymers (see for example the work <;If 
McIntyre [34], and McIntyre and Flory [35]) . . It IS 
interesting to note that Flory and M cIntyre achlCved 
homogeneous initiation only for filtered a:r;nples that 
had been superheated prior to crys tallJzatLOn. 

It will be observed from a comparison of eqs (16), 
(22), and (27) that the ratio of the rate ~f inj e.ction 
to the rate of growth will be much sIJ.laller II!- reglOn A 
than in region B. When this fact IS consLdered to
O"e ther with the nature of impingements, it is seen 
that the average (grown) crystalli.t? s~ze will b.e con-
iderably larger i~l r egion A. than It. IS m reglO~, B. 

The authors conSIder It unlikely, owmg to the effect 
of various possible imperfec tiOl~ s, that a po~ymer 
crys Lal will grow to really large SIze al.ong the SImple 
pattern established for small crystalhte~. If some
where in region A the homogeneou~ n~clel are formed 
sufficiently far apa.rt, the growth m mther the r or t 
direction should often develop as the result of sC!me 
type of imperfection a number of branch pomts 
prior to impingement, with the result that the 



growth will become three-dimensional. In this 
event, the isotherm would go progressively from 
n = 2 to n = 4, the latter corresponding to three
dimensional (possibly spherulitic) growth of objects 
born sporadically in time. No detailed consideration 
will b e given to the possible origin of the branching 
mechanism, but the following may b e mentioned: 
(a) Faults due to chain branching or large chain ends; 
(b ) spiral dislocations; (c) secondary nucleation at 
preferred sites or orientations; (d ) evasion of certain 
types of impingements; and (e) preferential primary 
nucleation at certain sites [34, 35J. 

It is conceivable that the tendency toward three
dimensional growth could begin somewhere in 
r egion B , especially if the branches developed early 
in the growth of a crystalli te. The point here is 
that the change-over from region B to region A-type 
homogeneous nucleation will not n ecessarily be 
marked closely by the change of n from 2 to 4, or by 
the onset of intrinsic spherulitic growth as observed 
by microscopic examination. This will be par
ticularly true if chain ends are the cause of the 
branching mechanism leading to three-dimensional 
growth, for here the inception of such growth will 
depend on molecular weight. 

Our conclusion is that intrinsic spherical (and 
possibly spherulitic) growth with n = 4 is neither 
theoretically forbidden by the present sch eme, nor 
even unlikely, especially at temperatures sufficiently 
near Tm. Another point that cannot be emphasized 
too much is the probable role of impingements in 
determining the mode of growth of polymeric 
crystals. 

8. Concluding Remarks 

Now that the e}..'p erimental and theoretical dis
cussions of I , G, and Z2 have b een given, and the 
role of spherulitic or three-dimensional growth 
placed to its proper position for poly (chlorotrifluoro
ethylene) , it is convenient to take up two questions 
that deserve consider ation. The first of these has 
to do with the extent to which it may be believed 
that an intrinsic property of the polymer was studied. 
The second deals with the possible application of 
th e theory to other systems. 

8.1. Evidence for Homogeneous Nucleation 

It was shown by a comparison of the n = 1 and 
n = 2 results that the primary nuclei must have been 
born at later and la ter dates. Such b ehavior is a 
characteristic of true homogeneous nucleation. It 
is also a characteristic of pseudohomogen eous nuclea
tion, where growth centers may be born at essentially 
later and later times, at least early in the transforma
tion, on flat surfaces that are only slightly wettable 
by the crystalline phase. (Nonwettable hetero
geneities are inactive as nucleation centers.) Now 
it is certain from the superheating studies shown in 
figure 1 that some heterogeneities are present even 
in the best specimens, and that they are wettable 
to a certain extent. Therefore, it is necessary to 

consider the possibility that the nuclei that were 
born later and later in time in the n = 2 runs which 
were obtained subsequent to strong superheating 
were of pseudohomogeneous rather than homo
geneous origin. 

Strong evidence that points directly to a pre
ponderance of homogeneous initiation in the n = 2 
runs is afforded by the fact that the nucleation 
e)..rponents in eqs (36 to 38) are found e)..rperimentally 
to b e very nearly in the ratio 1:1 :2 . This means 
that the o"s value in the e)..rpressions for I , G, and 
Z2 must refer to the same quantity in all cases. If 
the o"s valu e in the expression for I was in fact an 
interft1cial free energy of the system crystal + foreign 
substrate, (i.e., of the form O".j(cos (J), where (J is 
the contact angle) it could not, in view of the proven 
wettability of the h eterogen eities, b e so nearly the 
same as the o"s value found in the expression for 
G, the latter obviously applying to the supercooled
liquid- crystallite interface. The U s values de
termined independently from the Z2 and G data are 
within 5 percent of each other. The small difference, 
which is in the wrong direction to b e explained by a 
cos (J term in the e).."Pression for I , is ascribable to 
the experimental error in Gd Gj • 

Another point favoring homogeneous nucleation 
in th e n = 2 runs is that the fT , value obtained is in 
consonance with the observed surface free energies 
of ch emically similar but low molecular weight ma
terials [33] where the e)..'}J erimental conditions were 
clearly those conducive solely to homogeneo us nu
cleation. However , this argument is b y no means 
conclusive when considered by itself, especially in 
view of the fact that fT, depends on the estimate of hQ. 
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A simple calculation based on the X-ray r esults, 
and the fact that the crystallites do no t scatter light 
to any great extent, show that there must be at lea~t 
1017 of them in a cm3 of polymer. Such a result I S 

easily understood in terms of the homogeneous ini
tiation and s'econdary growth scheme proposed in 
this paper : the ratio of the rate of injection to the 
rate of growth is such that a very fine-g rained 
crystallinity is expected at the point of massive 
impingement. In order to r evive the idea that the 
primary nucleation is actually mainly pseudoho
mogeneous, it would be necessary to postulate that a 
population well in excess of 1017 thermally stable and 
very weakly wettable foreign bodies existed in each 
cm3 of polymer. These foreign bodies would have 
to be very weakly wettable in order to lead to essen
tially sporadic initiation, and in order to explain 
the fact that U s was the same when calculated from 
Z2 and G. The spherulite-producing h eterogeneities 
are not only far too small in number, but are also 
much too wettable to b e identified with any hierarchy 
of foreign particles capable of leading to pseudo
homogeneous initiation of '" 1017 crystallites per cm3• 

While we do not completely discount the possibility 
that a set of > 1017 barely Ivettable and thermally 
stable centers for pseudohomogeneous nucleation 
may exist in each cm3 of polymer, the existence of 
such a prodigious number of them with such special 
physical properties appears to us rather unlikely. 



The existence of the ultra-fine-grained crystallinity 
seems more readily explained in terms of a homoge
neous initiation mechanism. 

An effect that migh t be el\"pected in the case of 
pseudohomogel1rous nucleation would be a hift of 
n with growth temperature. Thi would occur as a 
result of a decrease of wettability of the heterogenei
t ies with falling temperature. The excellent super
posability obtained with the n = 2 iso therms attesL 
to the fact tha t n does not shift appreciably with 
temperature. This is also shown by the n value 
listed in table 1; within el\"perimental error, there is 
no persistent trend in the data. 

When considered together, the arguments cited 
above provide substantial reason for the belief that 
the injection of primary nuclei in the n = 2 runs 
was mostly a result of true homogeneous nucleation. 
It is emphasized that this holds only for those speci
mens that were carefully selected so that they con
tained a minimum number of heterogeneities, and 
which were strongly superheated prior to crystalli
zation. 

The samples of poly(chloro trifluoroethylene) com
monly available usually con tain 0 many heteroge
neities that even strong superheating i relatively in
effective, with the result that the intrinsic properties 
of the polymer remain hidden in bulk crys tallization 
studies on such material. This type of material is 
generally highly spheruliLie when crystallized, and 
follows an n~3 bulk crystallization law. 

8 .2. Application to Other Systems 

It seems appropriate to mention certain rami
fications of the presen t theory that may have an 
influence on any attempted application to other 
systems. 

One likely deviation from the present analysis will 
be caused by variations in the mode of growLh. This 
will h ave an effect on 11, and the analysis of the 
growth rate. It is emphasized again Lhat the value 
11 = 2, which prevailed in the case of poly(chlol'otri
fluoroethylene), is intimately related to both the 
nature of impingements and to the relative rate of 
nucleation and growth. The impingements stopped 
the rapid radial growth of the thin disks at 1; before 
any serious branching took place. The relatively 
high rate of primary nucleation led to early edgewise 
impingement, and the amount of crystallization in
volved was negligible because of the thinness of the 
disks. As a consequence, the observable growth 
process was one-dimensional. Such a set of cir
cumstances, while possibly common, is certainly not 
to be expected in all crystallizable linear polymers, or 
even in a given polymer over an extremely wide 
range of temperature. 

I t has already been pointed out how intrinsic 
spherical growth leading to an 11= 4 bulk crystalli
zation isotherm might develop in region A, or per
hap in the upper par t of region B if the primary 
nuclei were formed sufficiently far apart . It remains 
to be mentioned how a bulk crystallization isotherm 
with n =3 could prevail under homogeneous nuclea-
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tion conditions. If the radial growth process 
described by GT were of measurable magnitude, and 
the thickening of the platelets along the (direction 
relaLively much slower, then an 11=3 isotherm 
due to radial growth of disks born sporadically in 
t ime would r esult up to the point of impingement. 
Such a condiLion may be b 0st fulfilled in region A 
where the primary nucleus is rather largo, and the 
rate of in:iection low. Lengthwise growth of the 
nuclei may Lend to be "poisoned" by th e advent of 
end-groups Lhat are 1,00 large Lo be accommoclated 
even in a disordered crystal. The point here is 
that n = 2, 11 = 3, or 11= 4 intrin ic hulk crystfl lliza
tion may arise depend ing on the mode of growth. 
In turn, the mode of growth may depend on the 
nature of impingements and the deLails of chain 
structure. 

A drastic reduction in the lengthwise growth rate 
may occur in polymers that are partially atactic, 
and partially isotactic (or syndiotactic), and possess 
large side groups. The primary nuclei would Lend 
to form from the isotactic portions of the chain. 
Then, as the 1 ngthwise growth proceeded, atactic 
portions would be encountered. 1£ the lattice 
mismatch was bad, the lengthwise growth would 
probably be greaLly slowed down. The maximum 
degree of crystallinity attainable would also be 
reduced. The latLice mismatch would be much 
less serious if the side group were small. There is 
no evidence of a diminution of LIle growth rate in 
poly( ch10roLriiluoroeLhylene) , or of an unusually 
low limi t on the degree of crystallinity. It is 
therefore reasonable to suppose that the polymer 
supplied was either largely isotacLic or syndiotactic, 
or that Lhe C1 ide group was not sufficien tly differen t 
in size from the others to prevent the formation of a 
(rotationally disordered) crystal from the atactic 
polymer. The former possibility seems the most 
likely. 

In region C, Lhe embryos transported from the 
superheated state will in some cases become nuclei 
stable at t= O. This will cause the n value to be 
lower than it would be in the case of nuclei born 
sporadically in time. CrysLallization studies are 
sometimes made by reheating thin quenched films 
to the growth temperature. It would appear likely 
that such specimens would contain predestined 
nuclei , and thus behave, at least in part, like those 
that had been deliberately seeded. This factor 
renders uncertain the interpretation of some of the 
low-temperature rate of crystallization data in the 
literature. 

The use of seed crystals derived from a previous 
crystallization carried out under conditions conducive 
to homogeneous nucleation is an important part of 
the procedure used in the present paper . In general, 
the seed-cryst,al isotherm should have an n value 
lower by unity than the homogeneously-initiated 
isotherm. The reader is cautioned not to use foreign 
particles as the "seeding" agent, since these will 
frequently induce a spherulitic mode of growth in a 
temperature r ange where the intrinsic mechanism 
may not be spherulitic. 



The statement, or at any rate the implication, is 
sometimes found in the literature that, in careful 
work, the intrinsic mode of growth is always found 
to be spherulitic. The present work would suggest 
on both theoretical and experimental grounds that 
no such general concession to the primacy of in
trinsic "n= 4" or spherical growth at all tempera
tures be made . As noted previously, homogeneously 
induced spherulitic growth should and evidently 
does exist, [34, 35]. However, the present work 
provides what in our view is an equally credible 
demonstration of homogeneously induced one-di
mensional growth leading to n = 2 bulk crystalliza
tion isotherms. The growth mechanism in this case 
is in fact among the simplest and most straight
forward imaginable. We would also emphasize 
again the possibility that homogeneously induced 
disk-like growth leading to n = 3 isotherms may 
arise in certain polymers. 

In other presentations, a single expression, usually 
of the general form of h, is often used to describe the 
rate of primary nucleation in bulk polymers at all 
temperatures below Tm . It would be extremely curi
ous if I A applied at all temperatures for all polymers. 
The expression for his derived on the assumption that 
rand / are unrestricted by any "minimum" molecular 
dimensions. R emembering that the size of the nuclei 
in region A depends on certain surface free energies and 
the temperature, the latter in such a way as to cause 
the nuclei to rapidly diminish in size with an increase 
of !:::.T, and recalling that polymer chains are com
monly regarded as having a segmen tal character , it 
would be surprising indeed if at some temperature a 
restriction from t, and later r, did not require consid
eration . In any event, we have shown that effects 
resulting to this general type of restriction en ter in 
the case of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene). 

It would be of considerable interest to carry 
out precise experiments designed to reveal the A--7B 
and B --7C transitions. In carrying out such studies, 
it should be borne in mind that a rapid nucleation
controlled growth mechanism may tend to obscure 
details of the primary nucleation, especially in the 
case of two- or three-dimensional growth. Thus, 
for two-dimensional growth, one might have 
Z3ochG~ or Z3ocIBG~, where Gr»G; here it would 
be quite difficult to see the A--7B and B --7C transi
tions experimentally. As one would expect, studies 
on nucleation and growth mechanisms in nonpoly
mm'ic systems reveal no A--7B transitions, and the 
primary nucleation follows a !:::.T- 2 law. 

The foregoing covers some of the more obvious 
possible extensions of the present type of analysis, 
and highlights a few of the difficulties that may be 
encountered in any attemp ted application. Even 
with this, the presentation is incomplete. For in
stance, the theory for a bulk homopolymer where 
CT. is comparable to (i s has no t been pursued, nor have 
the interesting details of the A--7B and B --7C transi
tions been fully delineated . Nevertheless, the theory 
given does seem to illuminate certain aspects of the 
intrinsic bulk crystallization phenomenon in polymers 
to the limited extent to which it is now lmown. 

9. Appendix 

9.1 . Derivation of Equation (4) 

From a formal standpoint, the derivation given 
below is based on the treatment due to 11andelkern 
(5), and Mandelkern, Quinn, and Flory [6]. The 
principal reasons for r epeating this derivation here 
are (a) to clarify the meaning of Xw (their X.W or 
Aw), and to indicate why it is actually not preCisely 
invariant with x, (b ) to show how their approach 
may be applied directly to the particular crystalliza
tion variable, x, used in the body of the present 
pap er, and (c) to indicate the theoretical values as
sumed by Xw in several situations of interes t . The 
derivation is in tended to apply to homopolymers 
that can eventually achieve a high degree of crystal
linity. 

Consider a polymer specimen of total mass Mo. 
Let dl11; be the increment of mass transformed into 
the crystalline state in a time dt on ajree growth bas~s, 
so that M; is the mass at time t on the same baSIS. 
Take dMe to be the actual mass transformed in an 
interval dt so that Me is the actual mass transformed 
up to t. The fraction M e/Mo is x, and dMe/M o is 
dx. It is assumed that M e is less than M; at any 
given time owing to various retardations to the 
growth, and the depletion of crystallizable material. 
The mass fraction transformed on a free growth 
basis, x', is M;/Mb . This quantity is called the "free 
bulk growth rate" in the text. 

D efine a retardation parameter Xw, where xw> O, 
as the mean value oj the apparent limiting degree oj 
crystallinity in stage 1. This definition is giver: in 
explicit recognition of the fact that the retardatwns 
present n ear the end of stage I (or in stage 2) are 
apt to be considerably different than those near its 
inception. Xw will thus be used to deal approxi
mately with the retardations in the r egion where ~he 
crystallization is ascribable to concurrent nucleatwn 
and growth, i.e., nearly up to the point of massive 
impingement at Xm- On no account is it intended 
to convey that Xw is, generally speaking, the true 
limiting degree of crystallinity in the system. The 
true limiting degree of crystallinity would by defi
nition be an equilibrium state, undoubtedly only 
difficul ty achievable in the type of homopolym~r 
under consideration, whereas Xw, as defined here, IS 
determined by geometric and kinetic factor~: ~rhe 
connection between Xw and the pseudoeqUlhbrlUm 
degree of crystallinity, Xm, w-ill be brought out 
shortly, but it is sufficient at this point to indicate 
that these two quantities will no t generally be pre
cisely the same on account of the eArpected differences 
in the retardations in the different portions of stage l. 

In this situation i t is assumed t hat 

(A- I ) 

i.e. , the actual increment of mass 'transformed in a 
time dt is proportional to the increment of mass 
transformed on a free growth basis times the mass 
fraction of (apparently) crystallizable polymer re-
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r, 



mammg. However , in a ny real case th e possibility 
must be recognized that higher order terms in x/xw 
may exist that lead to deviation from th e simple 
first-order rate law repre enLed by eq (A- I ). In such 
eases, Xw as defined by eq (A- I) will vary with x. This 
is in fact Lh e type of result obtained by Laurit zen 
[16], who rigorou 1y treated a model where rod-like 
objects born at t= O at random po itions and Ol' ien
tations in space grew lengthwise until they impinged 
on other growing rods. In a number of cases of 
inter est tudied by Lamitzen , Xw t ended to start at 
a value of X W(i) ....... 0.43 and then drop toward a value 
of Xm as the crystallization progressed. Xm depends 
on the scaling factor no? H ere no is t he number of 
nuclei per unit yolume at t= O, and r the radius of 
each growth center. Lamitzen's calculations provide 
a t heoretical justification for the use of eq (4) or 
(A- 4) with Xw being considered as an approximately 
constant and m ean value of the apparent limiting 
degree of crystallinity in stage l. It should be rec
ognized that the X W(i) and Xm valu es computed from 
Lauritzen' theory may be omewhat too low to 
apply exactly in some real cases, since all impinge
ments may not actually be effective in topping 
growth. In cases where nor3 is uch that Xm~Xw(i), 
the mean value of X'D may be quite close to Xm, but a 
drop of Xw with increasing X is commonly to be ex
pected. In the experimentally acce sible region, the 
mean value of Xw may generally be expected to lie 

, in the range O< xw::; l. The calculations indicate 
that, barring certain effects uch as markedly coni
cal growth, Xw may in practice safely be assumed to 
lie between unit)! and omewhat below Xm. A value 
of xw> l is not excluded at very low x, since here the 
crystals may be truly independent, and con ume the 
liquid at the free growth rate, 0 that dlvIc ~dM; or 
xw> > l. However , such a contingency will not or
dinarily arise in practi ce. D espite it limit ations, eq 
(A- I ) may be r egarded a an approximate but ade
quate way of introducing the effect of retardations 

I in the r egion of superposition . Equation (A- I ) is 
certain to fail near and above Xm. 

Dividing both sides of eq (A- I ) by M o, and r e
membering that dMcFNfo= dx , there is 'obtained 

dx 
l -(X/xw) 

dM~ 
lvIo' 

which, on integration, yields 

x= xw[l -e-(1{xw) (M~{Mo) ] . 

(A-2) 

(A -3) 

The quantity M ;/lvio is t he mass fraction trans
formed on a free-growth basis, x', and is readily 
calculated for various geometries of growth and types 
of nucleation. It generally takes the form Zt n (see 
below). Therefore eq (A-3) leads to 

X= xw[l-e- (l {x w)2'tn]. (A-4) 

9.2. Derivation of Equation (5) 

Expand the exponential term in eq (A- 4) to obtain 

(A- 5) 
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Now differentiate with respect to t to get 

(A- 6) 

and then divide by eq (A- 5) and rearrange to find 

n = (t/x) (dx/dt )[l + (1 /2) (Zjxw)t n+ .. . ). (A-7) 

Z must now be eliminated. Using eq (A- 5) to find 
Z = xc n (to the required accmacy only the first term 
need be retained), thore is obtained 

n = (t/x) (dx/dt) [1 + (1 / 2) (x/Xw) + ... ). (A- 8) 

9.3. Free Growth Rate of Crystallites Born atthe Same 
Time (Heterogeneous or Seed Crystal Nucleation) 

There are no growth centers per unit volume in t he 
system, and all are active at t= O. Then from the 
general formula [5) for the free growth rate, we have 

(A- g) 

where v' (t, O) is the volume of a given crystallite at 
time t. 

One-dimensional Growth: Let r be the radius of the 
rod, which is taken to be of circular cro ssection. 
D efine G= dl/dt as the rate of lengthwise growth of 
the rod. G is taken to be con tant at a given tem
perature (lineal growth). Then v' (t,O) = 7rr 2Gt, so 
that] 

(A-10) 

Two-dimensional Growth: If /d i the thiclmess of a 
disk growing radially at a rate GT= dr/dt, and r is the 
radius, then v' (t,O), = 7rtdG2t2• Therefore, 

M; _ (V /-V) G2t 2_ Z t2 
71 I - no I c 7r/d T - 2 • 

.lV.L o ~ 
CA-ll) 

(n= 2) 

9.4. Free Growth Rate of Crystallites Born at Later 
and Later Dates (Homogeneous or Pseudohomo
geneous Nucleation) 

For objects born at uniformly later and later times 
[5), 

},([' -( - - )J:t 
X' = u c= V zI V c I v' (t , r)dr 

.lV.1.o ---... 0 
(A - 12) 

I i the rate of injection of nuclei per unit volume, 
r the birth time of a particle, where r ::;t, and 
V' (t ,r) is the volume at time t of a particle born at r. 
The quantity Idr represents the number of nuclei 
generated in a time dT. 
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One-dimensional Growth: A nucleus born at T occu
pies a volume 7rr 2G(f-T) , since t-T is the time it has 
grown. Honcc, for constant I and G, 

M ' - - { I 
M:= (Vd Vchr2 IG J 0 (t - T)dT 

= (VdVJ(7rr2/2) IGt2= Z2t 2. (A-13 ) 

(n= 2) 
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Energy spectrum. resulting frolll electron slowing 
down, R. T. M cGinnic , NBS Circ. 597 (Feb. 1959) . 
The process of elecLron slo win g down is described qualiLat ively 
and the r esuWn g energy peeLl'um defin ed in Lerm of differ 
ent ia l t rack length. A meLhod develop d by Spencer a nd 
Fano for the calculation of t he electron spectra ha been 
applied extensively by mean s of an a utomatic compu ter. 
The acc umulation of secondarv kn ock-on electrons is in
cluded i n the calculations a nd bremsstrahlung losses ar c 
neglected. T abulations of different ia l track length are given 
for aluminum, copper, tin, lead, a ir, water, bone, muscle, and 
polyethylene (C2H 4). with up to 17 source energies each . 
Source energies range from 10.46 million electron volts to 
6.438 kiloelectron volts. A tabulation of the probability 
for t he production of knock-on secondary electrons is also 
given. These data are an a bstract of a much larger tabula
tion, printed by the computing machine, which is a vail abl e 
on loan from the library of the National Bureau of Standards. 
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Can the scales of atOJnic weights and nuclidic 
lllasses be unified? E. Wichers, Phys. Today 12, 
N o.1, 28 (Jan. 1959). 
Thi paper presen ts both t h e chemi cal and physical p oints 
of view on t he problem of a unifi ed scale of atomic weighLs 
and nu clidic masses. 

Characterization of the high speed illlpact be
havioroftextile yarns, J . O. Smith, F. L . McOrackin, 
and H. F. Schiefer , (Conference I ssue) J . Textile 
Inst. (Trans .) 50, No.1, T55 (Jan . 1959) . 
This paper discusses how t he impact behavior of text ile yarns 
may be characterized in terms of such parameter as te nacity
stra in data, break ing energy den ity, limiting breakin g 
velocity, a nd critica l velocity. Methods a re given for ob
taining t he para meters from tests involving impact speeds of 
50 m/sec or less. At greater impact speeds str a in-wave 
phenomena become apprecia ble, but the yarn behavior may 
be studied by t ransverse impact methods. The res ul ts of a 
wave theory for transverse impact a re given. The theory 
is t hen applied in a method for measuring lon git udinal 
strain-wave velocity, and in t wo methods for obtaining 
t enacity-strain curves from high-speed transverse impac t 
tests. 

Charge-storage pulse-height analyzers for use 
with pulsed accelerators, L. Oostrell and R . E. 
Brueckmann, Nuclear Instr. 3, No.6, 350 (Dec. 
1958) . 
Stora.ge type pulse-height analyzers for use wi th low du t y 
cycle pulsed accelerators a re discussed and an a nalyzer 
described that aceomodates up to nin e pulses in a s in gle 
burst with a resolution of two microseconds. The pul ses to 
be analyzed are temporarily stored as lines of charge on t h e 
face of a cathode ray tube and a re analyzed by means of an 
electron beam that detects t he charge disco ntinuity at t h e 
peak of t he pulse. The pulse-height information is then 
permanently stored in a magnetic core memory. 

Electron illlpact studies of hydl'azine and the 
Illethyl-substituted hydrazines, V. H. Dibeler, 
J. L . Franklin, and R. M. R eese, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
81 , No.1, 68 (Jan. 1959). 
R elative abundances and appearance potentials are reported 
for the principal ions in mass spectra of hydrazine, mono-
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methyl- , 1,1,-dimethyl-, 1,2-dimethy 1-, trimethyl- and t etra
rnethylhydrazine. H eats of formation of t he radical iOlls 
a nd probable io ni zation-dissociation processes are tabulated 
co ns iste nt with t he calculated energetics. Molecular ioniza
Lio n pot nt ials computed by the use of antisymmetrized 
orb itals a re co mpared with experim ental observations. 
H eats of formation of various h ydrazyl a nd methyl amino 
radica l obtained from t he appearance po tential da.ta permit 
a determin a t ion of bond trength in t he methylhydrazines 
a nd other ni trogen-containing molec ules. 

Initial and relllanent permeability spectra of 
yttriulll iron garnet, R. D. Harrington and A. L. 
Rasmussen , Proc. IRE 47, 98 (,Jan. 1959). 
The initial permeabili ty spectrum of YIG shows a relaxation 
near 10 mc and a resonance near 150 mc. The relaxat ion is 
interpreted in t erms of a doma in wa ll di pl acemen t whil e 
the resonan ce is associated with dom a in rotat ion phcnomcna. 
This in terpretation is supported by measurcment of the 
spectrum in the remanent s tate. 

Magnetic losses at low tClnperatures, E. H. Brown 
and J. R. Brennand, Jr ., J . A ppl. Phys. 30, No.1, 
112 (Jan. 1969). 
The total m ag netic losses in a s ilicon s teel transform er co re 
have been meas ured at te mperatures from 20 0 to 273 0 J\: 
us ing a va riable-frequency simple-ha rm on ic flu x wave with 
magnetic fi eld intensity a mpli t udes 13m from 2 Lo 10 kilogauss. 
The h:vsteresis, or frequency indepe ndent, pa r t of t he losses 
was obLained b y graphi cal extrapolat io n. For a ll fi e ld 
intensit ies t hi s h ysteres is loss in crea es " 'ith decreasing te m
perature bu t the relative in crease at any te mperat ure is inde
penden t of field intens ity. At all temperatures the hyste resis 
loss can be repre en ted, within the acc uracy of the data, by 
the empiri cal equat ion of Ste inmetz VVh= w( T )B m ". In 
addition, t he exponent n in t his equat ion was fonnd to be 
independent of te mperature. A fi gure showin g the edd:v
curren t, or frequency dep €' ndent, part of t he losse for 0.014-
in ch laminations is also induded . 

Movements of ail'glow cells, F. E. Roach, E. Tand
b erg-Hanssen, and L . R. Mf'gill , J. ltmosphe7'ic and 
Ten'est. Phys. 13, No. 1- 2, 122 (Dec. 1958). 
The possibili ty of t ranslatory and rotatory motions of air
glow cells is examin ed. Eviden ce is pre ented for translatory 
motions in the 100 km region wit h peeds of the order of 
100 m /sec. Rota tory motions a re ind icated corresponding 
to a mean period of 5 hr . A broad s imilarity seems to exist 
betwee n a irglow cell mot ions in t he 100 km region and vortex 
cells near sea level. The proble m of t he m echanism respon
sible for the excitation of the oxygen atom to t h e JS state is 
disc ussed with pa rt icular reference to (a) photochemi cal 
reactions and (b ) environmental effects . 

On the hydrogen evolution reaction, R. J. Brodd, 
J. Electrochem. Soc. 106, No . 1, 74 (Jan. 1959). 
A method is g iven for calculat in t he rates of electrolytic 
hydrogen evolut ion on a number of metals. The equations 
given result from co nsiderat ion of a ch arge-t ransfer process 
t hat is co ntrolled by a quantum-mechanica l tu nneling mech
anism. The agree ment of the calcul ated rates with t he 
experimental rates is sat isfactory. 

Tables of the speed of sound in water,M. Greenspan 
and O. E. T schiegg, J. Acoust. Soc . Am. 31, No . 1, 
75 (Jan. 1959) . 
An equat ion and tables for the speed of sound in water are 
reprinted from a recent paper pu blished in The Journal of 
R esearch of the National B ureau of Standards. 



The characteristic size of airglow cells, F. E . Roach, 
E. Tandberg-Hanssen, and L. R. Megill, J. Atmos
pheric and T errest. Phys. 13, No. 1- 2, 113 (Dec. 
1958.) 
Evide nce is presented for the existence of discrete 5577 A a ir
glow cells in the upper atmosphere. Independent analyses 
are based on (a) the comparison of diurnal intensity varia
t ions in different parts of the sky and (b) the measurement 
of intensity gradients on airglow isophote maps. The 
numerical estimation of cell size is complicated by the fact 
that a single cell is, in general, larger than t he region observ
able at a given location. The typical airglow cell for the 12 
nights of the study has a diameter of approximately 2500 km. 

The heat capacity of sulfur froIll 25 to 4500 , the 
heats and teIllperatures of transition and fusion, 
E . D . West, J . Am. Chem. Soc. 81, No.1, 29 (Jan . 
1959). 
The heat capacity of sulfur (99.999% pure) has been deter
mined from 25 to 405° with an accuracy of 0.1 to 0.2 % using 
an adiabatic calorimeter. The heat of transition of rhombic 
to monoclinic sulfur is 40l. 7 j. /g. atom at 95 .31°, the transi
t ion temperature at saturation pressure. The heat of fusion 
is 1717.6 j ./g.-atom at t he triple point, 115.18°. The data 
indicate a previously unreported transition near 101° to 
which an enthalpy change of 1.6 j ./g.-atom h as been assigned. 
The behavior of the heat capacity of the liquid in the region 
of its maximum at 159. 1° has been investigated in detail. 

The night airglow, F. E. Roach, Proc. IRE 47,267 
(Feb . .1959). 
A phenomenological description of the night airglow is pre
sented, reviewing the historical background, and what is 
known about height, temporal and spatial variations in 
intensity, and movements. The very important relationship 
to aurora and evidence for latitude-seasonal effects are 
examined. 

The systeIll IllagnesiuIll-oxide gerIllaniuIll-di
oxide, C. R . Robbins and E. M. Levin, Am. J. Sci. 
257, 63 (Jan. 1959). 
The phase equilibrium diagram for the system MgO-Ge02 
has been determined by t he quenching method. Three com
pounds are found in the system: MgO.Ge02' melting con
gruently at 1700 ± 20°C; 2MgO.GeOz; and 4MgO.GeOz, 
which dissociates at 1495 ± lOoC to 2MgO.GeOz and MgO. 
A region of two-liquid immiscibility extends from 8 to 34 
mole percent of MgO. Optical and x-ray data are given for 
the compounds, including a new monoclinic polymorph of 
MgO.Ge02 which is analogous to clinoenstatite (MgO.Si02). 

This polymorph, apparently stable above 1555°C, inverts 
to the orthorhombic form (analogous to enstatite) with 
heating below that temperature. A protoenstatite phase 
was not observed, although a detailed study was not at
tempted . Important differences bet ween t he MgO-GeOz 
and MgO-Si02 systems a re that no 4: 1 silicate compound is 
known and that MgO.Ge02 melts congruently at a much 
higher temperature than the incongruently melting 
metasilicate. 

Listo! Other Publications~by~the NBS Staff 
Basic physics of atoIlls and Illolecules, U. Fano 
and L. Fano (John Wiley &; Sons, Inc., New York. 
N. Y., 1959). 

Cryogenic engineering, R . B. Scott (D . Van Nos
trand, New York, JrJ59). 

o 

False negative perIllanent strains observed with 
resistance wire strain gages, C. J. Newton, ASTlvi 
Bul. 235, 4-2 (Jan. 1959) . 

Irreducible tensorial sets. Book by U. Fano and 
G. Racah (Academic Press, Inc. , New York, N. Y., 
1959). 

Local standards laboratories, A. T. McPherson, 
Instr. and Automation 32, No.1, 92 (Jan. 1959). 

New standards for science and industry, A. T . :M c
Pherson, Am. Soc . Quality Control (Fourth Annual 
Quality Control Symp., Southern .1\1ethodist Univ., 
Dallas, Tex., Mar. 1959). 

On the nun1erical integration of periodic analytic 
functions, P . J. Davis, (Book on Numerical Ap
proximation, edited by R. E. Langer, University 
oj Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wis., 1959) . 

Periodicals and serials received in the library of 
the National Bureau of Standards, N. J. Hopper 
and H. W . R einhart, NBS Cir-e. 563, 1st Supple
ment (Dec. 1.958). 

Propagation of a ground wave pulse around a 
finitely conducting spherical earth from a damped 
sinusoidal source current, J . R . Jobler and L. C. 
Walters, IRE Trans. on Ant. Prop. AP- 7, 1 (Jan . 
1959). 

SOIlle properties of flameproof fabrics, M . W . 
Sandholzer, Am. Dyestuff Reptr. 48, No.2, 27 (Jan . 
1959) . . 

SysteIllatic research, A. V. Astin, Ordnance 43, 
No. 233, 741 C~ar. to Apr. 1959) . 

Techniques for accurate IlleasureIllent of antenna 
gain, H . V. Cottony, NBS Circ. 598 (Dec. 1958) . 

The day-to-day coordination oflGY observations, 
A. H . Shapley, P roc . IRE 47, 323 (Fen. 1959). 

The rioIlleter-a device for the continuous Illeas
ureIllent of ionospheric absorption, C. G . Little 
and H. Leinbach, Proc . IRE 47,315 (Feb. 1959) . 

The theory of extreIlle values, J . Mandel, ASTM 
B'ul. No. 236, 29 (Feb. 1959). 

The very low-frequency elnissions generated in 
the earth's exosphere, R . M. Gallet, Proc. IRE 47, 
211 (Jan . .1,959). 

WWV standard frequency transIllissions, Radio 
Standards Laboratory, Proc. IRE 47, No.2, 329 
(Feb. 1959). 
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